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From Editor’s Desk
Pakistan Navy has raised Task Force-88 (TF88) for the seaward security of Gwadar port and
protection of associated sea lanes against both
conventional and non-traditional threats on 13
December 2016. The creation of the special
maritime force had been necessitated by the
operationalisation of China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor, which is expected to lead to a surge in
maritime activity at Gwadar, the nodal point for
CPEC and the Sea Lanes on Communication
(SLOCs) passing close to the Pakistani coastal
waters.
K G Hussain HI(M)
Vice Admiral (Rtd)

Omani Ships Dock At Karachi For Joint Exercise
With Pakistan Navy
Source: Dawn
12th December 2016

Two ships of the Royal Navy of Oman (RNO) arrived in
Karachi on Monday to conduct a bilateral naval exercise
“Thamar Al Tayyab” with Pakistan Navy, which is the eighth
in the series. A Pakistan Navy statement said that upon
arrival at Karachi Port, the visiting ships 'Rnov Al Sadh' and
'Rnov Al Bushra' were given a warm welcome by senior
ofﬁcials of Pakistan Navy at an impressive ceremony.
The exercise which comprises 'harbour' and 'sea' phases, is
a regular feature between Pakistan and Omani naval forces.
The harbour phase is currently in progress and consists of
various calls on, mutual exchange of visits to ships, table top
discussions and harbour training serials as preparatory
warm-up for sea phase. The visit and joint exercises are
aimed at improving interoperability for conducting
combined maritime operations to ensure a stable maritime
environment vital for economic stability and growth as well
as ensuring peace and security in the region.

on an upward curve. Beginning with establishing diplomatic
ties in 1951, both the countries have–over the period of
time–strengthened mutual cooperation in all spheres
especially economic and military. The trade between
Pakistan and China was recorded as US$ 16Bn in 2015. The
China Pakistan Economic Corridor project, with
investments worth US $46 billion and Gwadar port as its
lynchpin, would give further ﬁllip to the already strong
bonds of friendship between the two countries and bring
prosperity to the entire region. However, there are intrinsic
challenges to any project of such proportion both onshore
and at sea which need to be guarded against. Cognisant of
these challenges Pakistan Army has raised a Special Security
Division to guard against these challenges ashore along the
CPEC route while Pakistan Navy is according high priority
to the security of Gwadar port, its approaches and the sealanes leading to/from the port.
Since oceans link countries far and wide and provide easy
access, mankind has used the sea for commerce and trade
for more than 3,000 years. Battles have also been fought at
sea to protect and deny this trading privilege and project
military power ashore, which had a signiﬁcance impact on
Geo-politics and shaped the world as we see it today. Coastal
regions, those less than 80 km from the sea, hold two thirds
of the world’s population. Thus 90 percent of
intercontinental trade is sea-borne and is served by over
4000 major ports and approximately 89,464 plus
commercial ships. Sea is the most economical mode of
transportation and also provides valuable mineral and sea
food resources. It is important to highlight that
transportation of freight by sea is approximately 10 times
cheaper than rail, 45 times cheaper than road and 163 times
cheaper than air.
Pakistan Navy Ship Visits Russia’s Novorossiysk
Port
Source: Daily Times
9th December 2016

MOSCOW/ISLAMABAD: Alamgir - the Pakistan Navy's
ship - is on an overseas deployment to Russia and arrived in
the black sea port of Novorossiysk for a goodwill visit,
according to a press release issued on Thursday. Pakistan
navy ships visit ports of friendly countries from time to time.
The ship was greeted by a Russia's coast guard ship while
approaching Novorossiysk Port. The ship was given warm
welcome by the Russian Federation Navy and ofﬁcials of the
city administration upon its arrival.

CPEC: Expanding Role Of Pak-Navy
Source: The Nation
12th December 2016

Pakistan and China enjoy an all-weather friendship that has
endured the test of time. Pakistan was one of the ﬁrst three
countries that recognised Peoples Republic of China in 1950.
Since then, relations between our two countries have been

The ship was received by Novorossiysk Naval Base Deputy
Commander and Defence Attache of the Pakistan Embassy.
A traditional welcome ceremony was organised in the port
area on this occasion wherein ceremonial guards from the
Russian Federation Navy participated and military band
played various tunes.

Special Force Set Up To Guard Gwadar Port’s Sea
Lanes
Source: Dawn
12th December 2016

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan Navy has assembled ‘Task Force-88’
(TF-88) for the seaward security of Gwadar port and
protection of associated sea lanes against both conventional
and non-traditional threats. The creation of the special
maritime force had been necessitated by the
operationalisation of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor,
which is expected to lead to a surge in maritime activity at
Gwadar — the nodal point for CPEC — and the sea lanes.
This has in turn increased the maritime susceptibilities
there.
A senior PN ofﬁcial said the TF-88 would comprise ships,
Fast Attack Craft, aircraft, drones (unmanned aerial
vehicles), and surveillance assets. Additionally, marines
would be deployed at sea and around Gwadar for security
operations. “The task force would be a force multiplier for
overall security of CPEC. The land route has already been
secured by Special Security Division and now Gwadar, the
centrepiece of CPEC, will also be safe and secure,” Chairman
Parliamentary Committee on CPEC Senator Mushahid
Hussain said. TF-88 would be commissioned this week.
“Pakistan Navy is ensuring maritime security of CPEC and
Gwadar port through the deployment of available assets,”
the navy ofﬁcer said while talking to Dawn about the new
force. “We are fully cognisant of the challenges to security of
CPEC and Gwadar port.” Challenges to Pakistan’s maritime
security have traditionally come from India. But Chinese
involvement in Gwadar port and launch of CPEC has
complicated the security environment. India sees Gwadar as
a foothold for China in the Arabian Sea and as a counterstrategy to threats at Malacca. Therefore, India is alleged to
have stepped up its activities in the broader region
surrounding Gwadar to undermine the project.
Pakistan, China Commence Direct Rail And Sea
Freight Service
Source: The News
1st December 2016

ISLAMABAD/BEIJING: Pakistan and China embarked on
their ambitious and effective project to link China's
southwestern province Yunnan with Pakistan's largest port
in Karachi, on Wednesday.
According to details, the ﬁrst cargo train from Kunming,
capital of Yunnan province, left with over 500 tonnes of
commodities for Port Qasim in Karachi on Wednesday. This
marked the opening of the new route between both the
countries, who are ambitiously seeking trade partnerships
with each other which could beneﬁt them immensely. These
goods are then transported to all parts of the world from the
Karachi port.
According to Chinese experts, the new route will prove costeffective in the sense that it would reduce transportation

costs by as much as ﬁfty-percent compared with past
services. Experts also stated that it would be beneﬁcial for
the local ﬁrms and traders, who could not expand more and
cater to the demands of international clients. They further
stated that goods could now reach clients efﬁciently and
more effectively as well as bring prominence to Yunnan.
All Roads Lead To Gwadar
Source: Daily Times
11th December 2016

On 10th April 2016, talking to the Washington Post, Zhang
Baozhong, Chairman of China Overseas Port Holding
Company said that his company could spend a total of $4.5
billion on roads, power, hotels and other infrastructure for
the industrial zone, which he said would be open to nonChinese companies. The company also plans to build an
international airport and power plant for Gwadar. This
would be the ﬁrst time where a country deliberately and
unequivocally has given a direct incentive for growth to the
manufacturing and production sectors in another country.
This is just one of the features that are coming to light with
the development of Gwadar. Economists and analysts
around the world are of the view, that if Gwadar develops as
per plans between the Chinese and Pakistan government, it
will be one of the most booming port cities in Asia. It is the
apex point of the $50 Billion plus investment by China in
Pakistan under the umbrella of CPEC, One Belt One Road
Initiative and Maritime Silk Projects. It seems that the
strategic position of Pakistan which has been a curse from a
historical perspective is ﬁnally transforming into a
promising treasure holding immense rewards for the nation.
The Gwadar port is among the initial construction works to
be completed. The port is being built in two phases after
being inaugurated in 2007. Now, that the Gwadar port
management and completion on time has been sublet to the
Government of China. Gwadar port is all set to have more
trade volume capacity than Karachi and Port Qasim
combined.
National Projects In Full Swing Under CPEC
Objectives
Source: Pakistan Observer
4th December 2016

Karachi—The Frontier Works organization (FWO) is
committed to make prosperous country and its best
resources utilizations under China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) objectives, which is now turned into reality
for
world
of
opportunities
in
the
region.
Director General FWO, Major General Mohammed Afzal on
Saturday has emphasized on the signiﬁcance of CPEC
projects in Pakistan saying, “CPEC is vital for the regular
operationalization of Gwadar Seaport, which is a key factor
in the sustainable development of the Pakistan economy.”
“The efforts required to speed up projects and the
opportunities would prove for socio economic uplift of
corners of Pakistan to develop best infrastructure,” he
stressed.

Pakistan To Host International Conference On
Maritime Economy
Source: Dunya News
10th December 2016

ISLAMABAD: (Dunya News) - The chairman of the
parliamentary committee for China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) Mushahid Hussain Syed said that Gwadar
port was the pivotal point of the corridor. Talking to Dunya
News on Tonight with Moeed Pirzada, the senator said that
maritime economy is crucial to the country’s economic state
of affairs. Mushahid Hussain also said that the conference
will be attended by delegations from China, Malaysia,
Turkey, Iran and the USA. Vice Admiral (r) Iftikhar Rao said
that a maritime security force had been formulated to
protect Gwadar port and CPEC projects. This force will be
equipped with standard coastal and blue water defence and
surveillance equipment. The land route, he said, has already
been catered to by the ground troops of Pakistan army, and
a special battalion of Pakistan navy special services troops
has been deployed to guard the coast.
Mushahid Hussain added that 12,000 army troops had been
designated for the land route. Punjab has raised 5,000
policemen and Sindh has raised 2000 police personnel to
guard the land route; so there is a comprehensive plan in
place. He said that maritime economy was an important
aspect of this whole project and Pakistan would provide
fool-proof security to safe-guard our mutual efforts.
US Presents Boats To Pakistan Maritime Security
Agency
Source: Samaa Tv
7th December 2016

KARACHI: Last week representatives from the U.S. Ofﬁce of
the Defense Representative Pakistan (ODRP) presented two
Zodiac Hurricane boats valued at more than USD
$1,000,000 to Pakistan Maritime Security Agency (PMSA)
in Karachi. The PMSA, part of the Ministry of Defense, is
headquartered in Karachi and is responsible for enforcing
national and international laws off the coast of Pakistan. The
boats will be a primary tool for PMSA in preventing drug
smuggling and drug trafﬁcking along Pakistan’s 650-mile
Makran coastline.
Sindh Govt Won’t Allow Encroachments At Sweet
Waters, Lakes: Malkani
Source: Pakistan Today
13th December 2016

Sindh Minister for Livestock and Fisheries Muhammad Ali
Malkani has said that the provincial government is
committed to fully implementing the improved ﬁshinglicense system and to concrete steps for the removal of the
illegal occupation over the lakes and other sweet water
bodies by inﬂuential people for the beneﬁt. He was
addressing a 15-member delegation of Pakistan FisherFolk
Forum (PFF) led by its chairman, Muhammad Ali Shah,
which was calling on him at his ofﬁce, here on Tuesday.
Secretary Livestock and Fisheries Ghulam Hussain Memon,

Director General Fisheries Ghulam Muhammad Mehar,
Director Fisheries Zahoor Abbasi, and representatives of
Pakistan FisherFolk Forum and ofﬁcials of the Fisheries
Department were also present on the occasion.
Chairman PFF Muhammad Ali Shah and other
representatives of the body presented and highlighted
genuine grievances of ﬁshermen and communities tied to
the ﬁshing industry. These issues include illegal occupation
of inﬂuential persons over lakes and sweet water, water
shortage and its disposal by the irrigation department,
proper implantation of licensing system, geological and
satellite survey of all sweet water.
They also asked for improvement in the living standards of
ﬁshermen, and stressed on the need for coordination among
all stake holders and the monitoring of ofﬁcials etc.
The minister for Livestock, Muhammad Ali Malkani, while
expressed his sympathy with their views, and assured them
that all genuine grievances of the poor ﬁshermen and
ﬁsheries communities would be resolved as PPP’s
Chairman, Bilawal Zardari, was aware of their and desired
to improve the living standards of ﬁshermen.He said the
Government of Sindh was working on the problem and was
looking for concrete steps for development.
The minister further assured the delegates that the
government would take all possible measures to protect the
rights of ﬁsheries community and prepare welfare projects
for their well being. He assured them that satellite and
ground survey and mapping of all lakes and sweet water
bodies would be carried out. He said coordinated efforts
should be taken with the departments for irrigation,
revenue, agriculture, forest, and other stakeholders to devise
a proper mechanism/strategy for the amelioration of the
lives of poor ﬁshermen and related communities at the grass
root level on priority.
China Becomes Pakistan's Chief Seafood Market
Source: Business Recorder
6th December 2016

China has widely become Pakistan's chief seafood market,
leaving the EU and Japan behind to take the country's
ﬁsheries' export to a 14 percent boost in July-October 2016,
market players said on Monday. Pakistan's ﬁsheries export
surged to $114.787 million in July-October 2016 because of
squids and shrimps being mainly shipped to China, as the
ofﬁcial ﬁgures show a rise of $13.978 million over the period
as compared to $100.809 million in July-November 2015.
"Squid, Ribbon ﬁsh and Kiddi (shrimp) have been arriving
in a phenomenal volume to the ﬁsheries harbour for the last
one year that boosted up Pakistan's seafood export",
President Sindh Trawlers Owners and Fishermen
Association (STOFA), Habibullah Khan Niazi told Business
Recorder.
In term of volume, Pakistan seafood export shot up by 23
percent to 46,188 metric tons in July-October 2016 from
10,809 metric tons in July-October 2015, Pakistan Bureau

of Statics shows. "With almost 75 percent shrimp export,
China has become Pakistan's main market with squid and
ribbon ﬁsh", Niazi said. With ban on foreign countries
owned big trawlers, he said that the country's seas were now
relieved from overexploitations of ﬁsheries, saying that the
growth in the seafood export this ﬁscal year had been
signiﬁcant. "The STOFA had struggled a lot to get the big
trawlers banned from the government as they had ruined the
seas with overﬁshing", he added.
Work On Fish Nursery Point At Pakpattan Starts
From January
Source: Pakistan Today
10th December 2016

The Fisheries Department is to start construction work on a
ﬁsh nursery unit at Arifwala in Pakpattan spread over 12acres for the production of ﬁsh seed from January 2017.
Deputy Director Fisheries, Rana Riasat, told APP here on
Saturday that land had been acquired and about Rs 15
million would be spent on the project. He said that the ﬁsh
nursery would be completed within one year while 500,000
ﬁsh seed would be produced from this ﬁsh nursery unit. He
said that the ﬁsh seed would be available for ﬁsh farmers
especially local people on cheaper rates after the completion
of nursery point.
Rana informed that they were producing over 400,000 ﬁsh
seed every year in Multan, adding that the proper season for
ﬁsh-seed is May and June. He said that they offered the ﬁsh
seed to ﬁsh farmers on prescribed rates issued by the Punjab
government.
Gwadar May Face Severe Water Shortage
Source: Dawn
10th December 2016

QUETTA: The port city of Gwadar may face a serious water
crisis in the coming days as the water level in the Ankara
Kaur dam has reached the dead level. Provincial authorities
in Quetta have received a Mayday call from ofﬁcials
concerned about the seriousness of the water shortage
problem in Gwadar. The rain-ﬁlled Ankara Kaur dam is the
main source of water for Gwadar, Pasni, Jewani and their
adjacent villages. According to district authorities, water
storage left in the dam can fulﬁl requirement of only two
more weeks. They have suggested steps for making
alternative arrangements for water supply to the port city.
After receiving reports about the water shortage problem in
Gwadar, Balochistan Chief Secretary Saifullah Chattah
visited the port city on Thursday and presided over a
meeting which discussed alternative arrangements for water
supply to the city.
Deputy Commissioner of Gwadar Dr Tufail Ahmed Baloch
briefed the meeting on the gravity of the situation. He said if
immediate measures were not taken for alternative water
supply the situation would worsen. Mr Chattah took serious
notice of the situation and issued directives for making

alternative arrangements for water supply to Gwadar. He
directed ofﬁcials concerned to make a plan for the purpose.
He said the government would ensure water supply to
Gwadar through tankers from Shadi Kaur and Belmar dams
near Pasni.
He said there was need for a comprehensive planning to
solve the water shortage problem of Gwadar and asked
relevant departments to work in this direction by
coordinating with each other. Shakeel Baloch, an executive
engineer in the Public Health Engineering Department,
informed the meeting that through alternative
arrangements Gwadar would be provided 1.5 million gallon
water per day and Pasni and Jewani 600,000 and 300,000
gallon, respectively. He said the Ankara Kaur dam was close
to drying up because its catchment areas had not received
rains for many years.
The entire Makran belt is facing a drought-like situation due
to the dry spell. The meeting also discussed many other
issues, including implementation of development projects
under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
Chairman of the Gwadar Port Authority, Dostain Jamaldini,
briefed the meeting on the Gwadar Port development
programme. He said the CPEC would prove to be a gamechanger for the economy of the region. The project, he
added, would bring prosperity to the country, particularly
Balochistan. He said the pace of economic development in
Gwadar had improved. The port city provided best
investment opportunities, he added.
Inspector General of Police, Balochistan, Ahsan Mehboob,
Secretary, Public Health Engineering, Sheikh Nawaz,
Commissioner of Makran division Bashir Ahmed Bangulzai
and Director General of the Gwadar Development Authority,
Dr Sajjad Hussain Baloch, were among others who attended
the meeting.
Gwadar, CPEC And Emerging Global Order
Source: The News
16th December 2016

Earlier, last year the security of Gwadar port was entrusted
to Pakistan Navy. The task has since been conscientiously
executed via an agile and efﬁcient Marine battalion of the
navy. Sited roughly 635 km from Karachi and 120 km from
the Iranian border by road, Pakistan’s strategic port of
Gwadar constitutes what may be called “bedrock” of CPEC.
The government to government CPEC agreements have
created bright prospects for optimum utilization of Gwadar
port. The mammoth project will harness the beneﬁts
accruing out of regional trade connectivity of western China,
CARs and Afghanistan with this port. To connect port to the
highway network, “Gwadar port Eastbay Expressway”
project was agreed for funding under CPEC. The project was
approved by ECNEC at an estimated cost of Rs 14 billion.
The “Expressway” will connect Gwadar port with Makran
coastal highway, a distance of 18.9km. A double track rail
link along the “Expressway” is also part of the project. In
addition, a “Free Zone” spread over an area 9.23 sq km
adjacent and north-west of the port is also being established.
The likely economic beneﬁts that Gwadar can produce are

tremendous. An estimated revenue of US$40 billion and
generation of two million jobs could be enormous impetus
for Pakistan’s economy as an emerging market.
By now however external actors inimical to CPEC have come
out openly with their malevolence. India is doing what it
may take to ensure that CPEC does not happen. As part of
Modi-Doval doctrine, India has violated the ceaseﬁre
agreement along the Line of Control (LoC) 103 times during
the past one year and 58 times following the Uri incident. In
early November, Indian navy conducted a major exercise in
North Arabian Sea along the coast of Gujrat, just next to
Karachi.
The current situation in North Arabian Sea and South Asia
is extraordinary and unsettling. All channels of
communications between India and Pakistan including
media, track II diplomacy etc are blocked. This upping the
ante by India is meant to keep Pakistan nailed down along
the eastern border, the North Arabian Sea and Gwadar so
that India can press on with proxy war it now pursues openly
inside Pakistan. This is particularly true for FATA and
Balochistan. With security and intelligence apparatus
drawing thin, prospects of CPEC blooming could whittle
down.
Compounding matters for Pakistan is the “Logistic Sharing
Agreement” (LSA) between the U.S. and India. It is a legacy
of Obama administration. LSA allows for reciprocal use of
domestic bases for military logistics supply and refueling.
Having previously acquired a large tract of land, India is
meanwhile hastening construction of ﬁrst overseas military
base on the Indian Ocean Island of Seychelles. A tri-services
command (ANC) was earlier set up at Andaman Nicobar
chain of Islands lying close to the Strait of Malacca. India’s
ﬁrst nuclear submarine, INS Arihant is fully operational and
integrated in the country’s nuclear command and control
structure.
India is clearly moving from being a ‘secular’ to an
‘extremist’ state. It is capitalizing on emerging global order
where the U.S. and the west have a newfound strategic
interest in New Delhi. The stunning win of President Trump
is being widely hailed in India, especially by extreme right
wing populist parties. Just what kind of policy the incoming
U.S President is likely to formulate for Indo-Paciﬁc region
and South Asia is uncertain but one thing is guaranteed. He
has been repeating his mantra of blocking China’s economic
rise. Trump’s recent declaration on repealing Trans Paciﬁc
Partnership (TPP) has elicited a strong reaction from
Beijing. A “trade war” between the U.S. and China is already
underway, even before Trump has entered the White House.
Being hub of global and regional trade activity, signiﬁcance
of Indian Ocean, or Indo-Paciﬁc, as the current
nomenclature refers, will rise further in the international
politics. It is here that the global and regional actors would
play out the “Great Game” of twenty ﬁrst century. Overtly,
this power politics will be decisively advanced and wielded
in seapower, ﬁrming up of naval alliances, diplomacy as well
as naval brinkmanship, already gaining rapid currency.
Despite paucity of resources, manpower shortages and
surviving only on 10-11 percent slice from the defence
budget, Pakistan navy has emerged as a formidable sentinel

of the sea frontiers. This has been particularly true over the
past 15 years or so. The navy’s Marine battalion continues to
provide impregnable security cover to Gwadar port. To
Pakistan navy’s accomplishments is now added the recent
detection and foiling an attempt by the Indian submarine to
sneak into waters close to Pakistan’s coast. Possibly on
reconnaissance and intelligence gathering mission, the
submarine was spotted by air elements of Pakistan navy and
later tracked out. Interestingly, the detection of Indian
submarine and its subsequent chase by Pakistan Navy
coincided with the Chinese container ship which set sail
from Gwadar on November 14.
The challenges to maritime security in Indo-Paciﬁc are fast
reshaping. A considerable reduction in piracy and other
transnational challenges (except likelihood of natural
calamities) has been off-set by crucial “peer competition”.
The last is now ﬁercely back in spotlight. This developing
trend is going to persist and in fact increase in
future. Deterrence and necessary war-ﬁghting capabilities
are being reintegrated within the spectrum of core naval
missions by most Asian navies.
SEPA’s approval for coal project
Source: Daily Times
3rd December 2016

According to media reports, Sindh Environmental
Protection Agency (SEPA) is expected to hold a meeting of
its experts’ committee on the controversial coal project of
Port Qasim Authority (PQA), ignoring the fact that a
consensus has not been reached among the stakeholders.
The experts’ committee meeting is usually the last step
before ﬁnal project approval, which is often granted but with
some conditions. The two multi-billion PQA projects
pending SEPA approval are a coal transhipment project and
a coal conveying system. The project is meant to supply
imported coal to Sahiwal where a coal-ﬁred power plant has
been established. Both the projects had been vehemently
opposed at public hearings, with the result that SEPA had to
direct the PQA to hold meetings with relevant stakeholders,
industrialists operating several units in the project area
being a major stakeholder among them, in order to ﬁnd a
way forward. Only one meeting was held, and that too did
not include all stakeholders, which resulted in it ending
without a consensus.
The convening of the experts’ committee meeting without
following the standard legal procedure will set a dangerous
precedent, especially considering the environmental
dangers of the project.
According to environmental lawyers and other experts,
SEPA had agreed at a prior public hearing that the PQA
would get a cumulative study done for the projects coming
up in its jurisdiction. Such a study was never shared with the
public, and the approval of coal projects without the input of
environmental experts could prove to be a signiﬁcant threat
to the environment. A change in government policy requires
strategic environmental assessment under Section 18 of
SEPA Act, 2014.

Daewoo Shipbuilding To Cut 22% Of Workforce In
Another Restructuring Plan
Source: Pulse
1st December 2016

South Korea’s Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering
Co. has launched another downsizing program ahead of
additional capital reinforcement led by state-run Korea
Development Bank and the Export-Import Bank of Korea.
On Thursday, the shipbuilder announced an additional
reorganization plan to reduce 22 percent of its workforce
through next year. It already cut one third of its employees
last year. The shipbuilder said under the additional
reorganization program, 55 division heads were dismissed
while 17 were newly appointed. The number of departments
at the company is 159 now down from 285 early last year.
After the downsizing plan, the shipbuilder’s annual revenue
is expected to be lowered to 7 trillion won ($5.96 billion)
with 8,000 payrolls in 2018 from 15 trillion won with 12,000
payrolls.
UK Ports Detain Three Foreign Flagged Vessels In
November
Source: World Maritime news
2ndDecember 2016

Three more foreign ﬂagged vessels were detained in UK
ports during November 2016 after failing Port State Control
(PSC) inspection, the country’s Maritime, and Coastguard
Agency (MCA) said. Apart from the newly detained vessels,
four ships including Malaviya Seven, Sea Trident, Southern
Star and Cien Porciento remained under detention from
previous months. Ships detained in November include
Daroja, Atlantic Surveyor and Royal Harmony. The Cyprusﬂagged general cargo vessel Daroja was detained on
November 29 at Aberdeen and it was still detained on
November 30. The second vessel, the Liberia-ﬂagged
offshore supply ship Atlantic Surveyor, was put under
detention on November 17 at Shoreham and remained
under detention at the end of the month. The third ship, the
Panama-ﬂagged bulk carrier Royal Harmony was detained
on November 16 at Southampton and it was not released by
the end of the month.
Port Of Rotterdam Aims To Take The Lead In The
Energy Transition
Source: World Maritime news
2ndDecember 2016

The Port of Rotterdam Authority wants to develop the port
into the place where the energy transition takes shape. “The
Netherlands is faced with the challenge of making the
economy and society virtually CO2 neutral within 30 years.
The sooner we take this on the better. The port area has

many companies that use fossil resources to make fuels and
countless chemical products. These companies emit a lot of
CO2, but also have a lot of knowledge about energy, energyintensive production processes, and CO2 reduction. This
makes the Port of Rotterdam exceptionally well-positioned
to be an international leader in the development and large
scale application of technologies to reduce industrial CO2
emissions virtually to zero. The Port of Rotterdam Authority
intends to play a pioneering role and make the port an
inspiring example for the global energy transition,” says
Allard Castelein, CEO of the Port of Rotterdam Authority.
“The knife cuts both ways: we are ﬁghting climate change
while making sure that Rotterdam’s port and industrial
complex will continue to be a strong contributor to Dutch
prosperity and employment after 2050.”
Swedish Orient Line Adds Three Ice Class Roro
Ships
Source: Turkish Maritime
7th December 2016

Gothenburg-based shipping company Swedish Orient Line
(SOL) has expanded its ﬂeet with three ice class 1A super
roll-on/roll-off (RoRo) vessels built in 2006 and 2007. The
company said that it has taken control of Transpulp,
Transtimber and Transpaper, all three of which are time
chartered to Stora Enso, a provider of renewable solutions.
Swedish Orient Line added that the vessels, to be renamed
Thuleland, Tundraland and Tavastland, were purchased
from Viking Supply AS. The ﬂeet expansion comes on the
back of SOL’s plans to expand its departure frequency
between the Port of Gothenburg in Sweden and the Port of
Zeebrugge in Belgium. Namely, in mid-November SOL said
that its ships would depart from Gothenburg seven times a
week, up from the previous ﬁve departures. To handle the
additional departures, the company added a RoRo vessel to
its ﬂeet, the Ark Forwarder.
Iran ‘Made $100 Million’ Off German Ship Builders
In Past Decade
Source: Times of Israel
2nd December 2016

Iran may have raked in around $100 million in proﬁts from
shares it holds in a German shipbuilding company that
provides submarines to the Israel Navy, Haaretz reported
Friday evening. Israel’s Yedioth Ahronoth reported earlier
Friday that a company owned by the Iranian government
holds 4.5 percent of Germany’s ThyssenKrupp. Following
that report, Haaretz inspected ThyssenKrupp’s ﬁnancial
records, and found that over the past decade the company
had handed out dividends to its shareholders amounting to
around €2 billion ($2.1 billion at current exchange rate).
With 4.5% of the company’s stock, the Iranians would have
received approximately $96 million from ThyssenKrupp
over the past 10 years.

The German company has been at the center of a scandal in
Israel over its provision of submarines and other services to
Israel Navy. Attorney General Avichai Mandelblit last week
ordered the police to look into allegations that Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s personal lawyer, David
Shimron, used his close relationship with the premier to
push Israel to purchase several submarines from
ThyssenKrupp, award the company a contract for naval
vessels to defend Israel’s gas ﬁelds, and allow it to build a
shipyard in Israel. Shimron was a representative of the
company in Israel.

On the other hand, the Port of LA’s South Californian
neighbor, the Port of Long Beach, continues to see a decline
in box volumes attributed largely to shipping alliances
changing routes and the recent bankruptcy of Hanjin
Shipping. The struggling South Korean carrier represents
12.3 percent of Long Beach’s containerized volume and
holds a 54 percent stake in Total Terminals International,
the operator of Pier T, one of the port’s largest terminals.

Expanded Panama Canal Marks 500 Ship Transits
Since Opening

Source: Marine Link
14th December 2016

Source: Gcaptain
15th December 2016

"The Danish Shipowners' Association, the Ministry of
Environment and Food of Denmark and the Ministry of
Industry, Business and Financial Affairs have concluded a
partnership to strengthen cooperation and dialogue across
Blue Denmark within the maritime environmental area,"
says a press statement from Danish Maritime Authority.The
partnership is to represent Danish interests globally.

More than 500 ships have now transited the expanded
Panama Canal less than six months after the inauguration of
the new locks on June 26, 2016. The Panama Canal marked
the milestone 500th transit through the new locks on
Wednesday with the transit of the Yan Ming containership
YM Unity. In a statement the Panama Canal Authority said
the new neo panamax locks are already exceeding
expectations. “We are very optimistic, because our
customers continue to rely on our route, what drives us
every day to provide quality service,” said Canal
Administrator Jorge Luis Quijano. The YM Unity began its
transit of the canal on the Paciﬁc side after sailing from
China, headed for the U.S. East Coast and Singapore. The
vessel was actually the ﬁrst of ﬁve ships scheduled to transit
the expanded locks on Wednesday.

Danish Shipowners
Shipping

Partnership

For

Green

At the October session of the Marine Environment
Protection Committee (MEPC) of United Nations'
International Maritime Organization (IMO), the debate on
international requirements for ships' environmental impact
was speeded up. Especially the new SOx and NOx emission
limits, which will enter into force within a few years, will be
of major importance to the industry and the environment.
But how the new global regulations are to be speciﬁcally
implemented and enforced requires further debate and
input from the individual countries.

Port Of Los Angeles Stays Red Hot

Container Ships Are Sold For Scrap At Frantic Pace

Source: Wolrd Martitme News
15th December 2016

Source: Marine Link
14th December 2016

For the second consecutive month, containerized cargo
ﬂowing through the Port of Los Angeles surpassed all-time
volumes for a Western Hemisphere port.Port of Los Angeles
terminals processed 877,564 Twenty-Foot Equivalent Units
(TEUs), eclipsing October’s all-time record of 814,574 TEUs.

Container vessels are being scrapped left and right these
days, as liners are scrambling to limit the oversupply which
has plagued the container market. Just a few days ago it was
conﬁrmed that Rickmers sold a 7-year old vessel, a record
which will be difﬁcult to be broken in the future.
In its latest weekly report, the world’s leading cash buyer,
GMS noted that “the extraordinary number of ongoing
container sales shows few signs of abating as we head into
the Christmas season, with the number of units already sold
for 2016 treading over the 150 mark – an all time record for,
what has now become the most beleaguered sector in the
shipping industry at present. The age of many of these
containers has reached as young as 2008 and even 2009
built (only 7 years old!), with many more currently laid up
that are mooted for sale for recycling in the coming months
/ New Year”, said GMS. In its latest weekly report, it said
that “whilst Pakistan has started to take containers again
(prior to the recent closure), Bangladesh has cooled off
taking these units of late with a clear shift in local interest
towards large LDT bulkers. As such, Capesize bulkers are
presently getting better levels in Bangladesh (and even
Pakistan), not only due to the paucity of this type of unit
being available.

November volumes were up 23.6 percent compared to
November 2015. “We are grateful to the cargo owners who
see the value in this trade corridor, and to our container
terminal customers, labor and other supply chain partners
who, working together, efﬁciently processed this
extraordinary surge of holiday season cargo,” said Port of
Los Angeles Executive Director Gene Seroka.“Their ability
to handle this much volume is a testament to the resiliency
and competitiveness of this gateway.”November imports
increased 22 percent to 437,050 TEUs. Exports jumped 25
percent to 177,359 TEUs. Along with a 26 percent surge in
empty containers, overall November container volumes
were 877,564 TEUs.
Total cargo volumes through the ﬁrst 11 months of 2016
stand at 8,060,246 TEUs, an increase of 7 percent compared
to the same period last year.

Hyundai Heavy To Join Saudi Arabian Shipyard
Project
Source: Nikkei Asian Reviews
2nd December 2016

South Korea's Hyundai Heavy Industries has agreed to take
part in the construction of a shipbuilding and ship repair
complex in Saudi Arabia. The Seoul-based company said
Thursday it will cooperate with state-run Saudi Aramco and
Bahri, as well as machinery maker Lamprell of the United
Arab Emirates. The $4.3 billion project, which is scheduled
for completion by 2021, marks the ﬁrst overseas
shipbuilding venture for Hyundai Heavy.
The shipbuilding industry continues to be sluggish both in
South Korea and around the world. Plans to build new
shipyards are decreasing along with worldwide demand for
new vessels. But Hyundai Heavy sees new business
opportunities in sharing shipbuilding know-how and in
operating shipyards. The project will be constructed in
eastern Saudi Arabia. The roughly 5 million-sq.-meter
complex will include facilities to build commercial ships and
offshore equipment, as well as repair ships. The amount of
the investments by the individual companies was not
disclosed.
Saudi Arabia launched the project as part of an initiative to
reduce the economy's reliance on oil revenue. The country's
goal to diversify its economy found common ground with
Hyundai Heavy, which seeks business expansion in the
Middle East. The South Korean company has also signed a
memorandum of understanding with Saudi Aramco to
collaborate in such ﬁelds as shipbuilding and the
manufacturing of engines and downstream equipment.
Shipowners Welcome Eu Extension Of CounterPiracy Naval Patrols
Source: Gcaptain
6th December 2016

protective measures that continue to be taken by the
shipping industry,” ICS Secretary General, Peter Hinchliffe
said. “Ship operators and seafarers will be very pleased that
EUNAVFOR has announced its ongoing commitment to
these vital counter piracy activities.”
Somali pirates are currently not holding any vessels or crew
hostage, but experts have warned that the threat of piracy in
the region still exists. Last month Somali pirates
unsuccessfully attacked a chemical tanker a few hundred
miles off the east coast of Somalia, marking the ﬁrst
reported attack on a merchant vessel in more than 2 1/2
years.
“While other security concerns now draw the attention of the
international community, it is a fact that the threat which
Somali piracy presents to international trade is still
extremely high, as the Secretary-General of the IMO has
recently observed. Alongside a strong military deterrent, it
remains essential that ships maintain compliance with the
industry’s Best Management Practices to prevent a
resurgence of hijacks and kidnappings by these violent
criminal gangs. The extension of the EUNAVFOR mandate
will also play a critical role in achieving this,” Hinchliffe
added.
2 Us Warships, 4k Troops Arrive In Mediterranean
Source: RT
2ndDecember 2016

Four-thousand US sailors and marines from the Wasp
Amphibious Ready Group (ARG) have arrived in the
Mediterranean Sea after transiting the Suez Canal,
according to a release from the US navy. The group, which is
comprised of an amphibious assault ship, the USS Wasp
(LHD 1), and an amphibious dock landing ship, the USS
Whidbey Island (LSD 41), rejoined the operations of the US
6th Fleet Thursday, according to Wasp ARG commander
Captain F. Byron Ogden. “After completing our time in 5th
Fleet, the Wasp ARG will now be supporting the maritime
security mission in the Mediterranean Sea.

The International Chamber of Shipping (ICS) has welcomed
the extension of the counter-piracy naval operation
EUNAVFOR Operation Atalanta through 2018, calling
threat of piracy off the Horn of Africa and Western Indian
Ocean still “extremely high”.

Philipine Navy Ship To Make 5-Day Port Visit To
Vietnam

The statement follows the EU Council’s decision in
November to continue to deploy military forces for counter
piracy operations in the Western Indian Ocean until
December 2018, despite a drastic reduction in the number
of attacks from the peak of Somali piracy in 2011.

A Philippine Navy ship was sent off on Friday to make a ﬁveday port visit to Vietnam. BRP Ramon Alcaraz (FF-16) with
helicopter Agusta Westland 109 were sent off by Navy chief
Vice Admiral Ronald Joseph Mercado at South Harbor in
Manila. The ship with more or less 300 Philippine Navy
personnel onboard will make a port visit to Cam Ranh from
Dec. 2 to 12. Aside from the crew, surface warfare students,
medical team, Naval Special Operations Team and other
port visit directorate members will join the visit. The

“The presence of military forces is an essential component
of the package of government actions that has helped to
suppress the activities of Somali pirates, in support of the

Source: Inquirer
2ndDecember 2016

mission team is headed by Commodore Albert Mogol,
commander of Fleet-Marine Ready Force.
Lebanese, Abu Dhabi-Owned Yards Said Building
Israel Navy Ships
Source: Times of Israel
4th December 2016

Four Israeli navy corvettes are under construction in a
shipyard owned by Lebanese and Abu Dhabi-based
companies, although ofﬁcials insist that no classiﬁed
information about the warships is at risk. Construction of
the ships, needed to defend Israel’s off-shore gas ﬁelds, was
agreed in a 2015 deal between Israel and German company
ThyssenKrupp which has sub-contracted the work out to the
shipyard, the Hebrew-language Yedioth Ahronoth daily
reported Sunday.
According to Yedioth, Abu Dhabi MAR, a major ship builder
in the Persian Gulf, operates the docks where the vessels are
being assembled. The company is owned by Lebanese
Iskandar Safa, who has a 30% stake via his Privinvest
shipbuilding group based in Beruit; the remaining 70% is
owned by Al Ain International Group, from Abu Dhabi. Abu
Dhabi, which serves as the capital of the United Arab
Emirates does not recognize Israel and does not have ofﬁcial
diplomatic or economic ties with the Jewish state. Israel and
Lebanon do not have diplomatic ties either and under Israeli
law its northern neighbor is considered an enemy state.
The Israel Defense Ministry told Yedioth in a statement that
“the contract to buy protective ships was signed with the
German company, with direct involvement of the [German]
government, that is even funding a third of the cost of the
deal.”“Before the contracts were signed the Director of
Security of the Defense Establishment conducted checks
with German government ofﬁcials in order to conﬁrm that
no classiﬁed material from the project will be transferred to
an unauthorized body that has not been approved as such. It
is important to note that the German shipyard builds only
the body of the ships, all of the systems will be installed in
Israel.”
Indonesia
Develops
Technology

Unmanned

Submarine

Source: The Jakarta Post
14th December 2016

Indonesia is developing unmanned submarine technology in
the hope of securing the country’s vast ocean territory at an
efﬁcient cost. The unmanned submarine, called Kaledupa,
will be able to operate at a depth 150 meters, the Defense
Ministry’s
director
for
defense
industry
and
technology, Brig. Gen. Jan Pieter Ate, said on Tuesday. The
product is made by PT Robo Marine Indonesia, a technology
company based in Bandung, West Java. “The Defense
Ministry has ordered the defense industry to develop the
technology for this unmanned submarine. We have
appointed PT Robo Marine Indonesia because the company
has skills in this technology,” Jan Pieter told The Jakarta
Post. Kaledupa was tested on Sunday in Wakatobi waters,

Southeast Sulawesi, to obtain the ministry’s certiﬁcate of
eligibility. Jan Pieter said Kaledupa had many strengths. For
instance, it has underwater sensing technology, an
underwater recorder with HD resolution and LED lighting
tools that help the submarine see hundreds of meters under
the ocean.
Egypt To Receive A Second German Submarine In
June
Source: Egypt Independent
13th December 2016

Egypt will receive a second German-made "209/1400
Submarine" in June, as part of its plan to modernize,
develop and provide the Navy with the latest naval military
equipment, up to world standards. On Monday, Egypt
received its ﬁrst-ever German-made "209/1400 Submarine"
at the German city of Kiel. This comes within a deal made
between the two nations for four submarines to help protect
Egyptian national security and its economic interests.
Lieutenant General Osama Rabie, commander of the Navy
forces, said in an interview with MENA news agency, that
the importance of raising the combat capabilities of the Navy
is not just about the discovery of natural gas ﬁelds in the
territorial waters of the Mediterranean Sea. “We have
economic gains such as oil, but also, we support naval forces
in the defense of our territorial waters, as well as the ﬁght
against terrorism; illegal immigration; and the smuggling of
weapons and goods; all of these things need a national ﬂeet
force that is capable of defending Egyptian interests and
protecting national security,” Rabie added. “Egypt is a
pivotal country and it was necessary to enhance our navy
capabilities with such modern submarines, which we
received; including one out of the four submarines of the
same class, which is intended to add to the naval capabilities
of the armed forces,” he added.
Royal Omani Navy Ships Arrive For Bilateral
Exercise
Source: The International News
12th December 2016

Two Royal Omani Naval ships arrived here on Monday to
conduct a bilateral naval exercise “Thamar Al Tayyab” with
Pakistan Navy which is eighth in the series. A Pakistan Navy
statement said that upon arrival at Karachi Port, the visiting
ships RNOV AL SADH and RNOV AL BUSHRA were given
a warm welcome by senior ofﬁcials of Pakistan Navy at an
impressive welcoming ceremony.
The exercise which comprises Harbour and Sea Phases, is a
regular feature between Pakistan and Omani naval forces.
The Harbour Phase is currently in progress and consists of
various calls on, mutual exchange of visits to ships, table top
discussions and harbour training serials as preparatory
warm up for sea phase.The visit and joint exercises are
aimed at improving inter-operability for conducting
combined maritime operations to ensure a stable maritime
environment vital for economic stability and growth as well
as ensuring peace and security in the region.

ACTIVITY AT KARACHI PORT (1-15 December 2016)
Date
1-Dec-16
2-Dec-16
3-Dec-16
6-Dec-16
7-Dec-16
8-Dec-16
9-Dec-16
10-Dec-16
14-Dec-16
15-Dec-16
Fortnightly Total

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

Total

157,967
141,180
167,241
227,879
82,420
94,493
69,518
133,558
273,458
124,480
1,472,194

39,360
35,875
36,014
72,538
48,291
44,556
32,504
18,453
49,048
26,696
403,335

197,327
177,055
203,255
300,417
130,711
139,049
102,022
152,011
322,506
151,176
1,875,529

ACTIVITY AT PORT QASIM (1-15 December 2016)
Date
3-Dec-16
6-Dec-16
7-Dec-16
8-Dec-16
9-Dec-16
10-Dec-16
14-Dec-16
15-Dec-16
Fortnightly Total

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

Total

66,933
84,391
72,273
117,737
81,962
40,570
131,848
147,434
743,148

23,199
21,318
30,742
19,095
45,847
12,540
31,882
41,536
226,159

90,132
105,709
103,015
136,832
127,809
53,110
163,730
188,970
969,307

Source: Business Recorder

DP World Partners With CDPQ To Create Us$ 3.7
Billion Investment Platform
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
5th December 2016

DP World announces the creation of an investment vehicle
in partnership with Caisse de dépôt et placement du Québec
(CDPQ), one of North America’s largest pension fund
managers. The investment platform totals US$ 3.7 billion,
with DP World holding a 55% share and CDPQ the
remaining 45%. The platform will invest in ports and
terminals globally (excluding the UAE) across the life cycle
of the asset, with a focus on investment grade countries. It
will also invest mostly in existing assets, but with up to 25%
invested in greenﬁeld opportunities.
Through this platform, DP World will share new investment
opportunities and CDPQ will have the option of co-investing
alongside DP World. The investment vehicle will be seeded
with two of DP World’s Canadian container terminals,
located on the Paciﬁc Coast in Vancouver and Prince Rupert,
with CDPQ acquiring a 45% stake of the combined assets for
US$ 640 million.
Sultan Ahmed Bin Sulayem, Group Chairman and CEO, DP
World, said: “As a global trade enabler, DP World is proud
to announce the partnership with CDPQ to invest in growth
opportunities in port and terminal businesses around the
world. In CDPQ we have found a partner with shared vision
who is willing to participate in the risk and reward of
investing throughout the life cycle of trade-enabling assets
across the globe. The partial monetization of our Canadian
assets further strengthens our balance sheet. The
opportunity landscape in the port and terminal sector
remains signiﬁcant and this partnership offers us greater
ﬂexibility to capitalise on these opportunities while
maintaining a strong balance sheet and retaining control.
By combining our in-depth knowledge of container handling
and CDPQ’s expertise in infrastructure investing and longterm horizon, we can continue to develop the port and
terminal sector globally.” Michael Sabia, President and
CEO, CDPQ, added: “Through this new investment platform
with DP World, a world-class port and terminal operator,
CDPQ will have unique access to highquality transactions,
and the opportunity to invest in the best port infrastructure
worldwide.
China's October Crude Imports At Lowest Since
January
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
5th December 2016

China’s crude imports dropped to 6.8mn b/d in October, the
lowest level since January’s 6.31mn b/d, according to

customs data. The October ﬁgure marks a 14pc decline on
September levels, but a 10pc increase on October 2015.
Russia took back the mantle as China’s main crude supplier
from Angola in October, as its exports to the country rose to
1.11mn b/d. China’s October purchases of Russian crude
increased by 16pc on September and by 38pc year-on-year.
China primarily takes deliveries of Russian light-sweet
ESPO Blend crude, and it bought 2mn bl of Caspian Azeri
crude in October, according to Argus tracking.
Angola’s October crude exports to China fell to 574,000 b/d,
down by 43pc on September and by 32.5pc against October
2015. Angola ﬁrst took the lead as China’s main monthly
crude seller in July, but October production in the west
African country was affected by maintenance at the Totaloperated 200,000 b/d Dalia ﬁeld.Iran’s crude deliveries to
China climbed sharply to 771,700 b/d in October, up by 57pc
on September and more than double the previous year.
China’s October imports of Saudi crude meanwhile eased by
1pc month-on-month to 935,900 b/d, while Iraqi oil
deliveries fell by 12pc to 876,600 b/d.
China took 31,100 b/d of Mexican crude in October, but
appears to have imported no US oil. China is set to receive
its largest cargo of US West Texas Intermediate (WTI) in
January, with Chinese trading ﬁrm Unipec loading 2mn bl
of the grade aboard a very large crude carrier (VLCC) this
month.
Different Energy Companies Could Stand To Win
With Oil At $50, $55 Or $60
Source: CNBC
1st December 2016

When investors try to ﬁgure out which companies beneﬁt
from rising oil prices, it helps to make a good guess how high
oil is going. U.S. crude futures crossed $50 a barrel this week
for the ﬁrst time since late October, surging on news of an
OPEC production cut — the ﬁrst such agreement in eight
years. "Basically, $50 is good for Permian Basin stocks," said
Paul Sankey, senior oil and gas analyst at Wolfe Research.
He recommended shares of Occidental Petroleum, which is
the largest producer of oil in the ﬁeld,
Market Conditions Force Down Ship Operating
Costs
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
6th December 2016

The cost of operating cargo ships has fallen for two
successive years but is forecast to rise in 2017 and beyond,
according to the latest Ship Operating Costs Annual Review
and Forecast 2016/17 report published by global shipping
consultancy Drewry. 2016 was another very difﬁcult year for
most shipowners and operators. Weak freight rates,
declining asset values, eroded proﬁtability and denuded

cash balances have forced shipowners to reduce costs
wherever possible, and vessel operating expenses have been
no exception.
S Korea's Kogas To Invest $9 Mil In Lng Bunkering
Facility At Tongyeong
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
6th December 2016

Korea Gas Corporation (Kogas) plans to build new LNG
bunkering infrastructure at Tongyeong in southeast South
Korea by 2019 as part of wider efforts to boost LNG
bunkering in the country, the state-owned company said.
The $9 million investment will include construction of
loading arms and a quay, a company ofﬁcial told S&P Global
Platts. “We need infrastructure for ship-to-ship LNG
bunkering to cope with increasing future demand for LNG
as a marine fuel,” the ofﬁcial said, adding that currently only
tank lorries are available to supply LNG to ocean-going
vessels in South Korea. The investment plan comes as part
of a government push to revive the country’s shipbuilding
industry with construction of LNG-fueled ships and LNG
bunkering infrastructure against the backdrop of stricter
environmental regulations.
The International Maritime Organization decided at the end
of October to implement a 0.5% global sulfur cap for bunker
fuels by 2020. LNG as a bunker fuel complies with the
existing and scheduled MARPOL Annex VI emission
requirements, making it a viable fuel alternative in a stricter
sulfur cap regime. In addition, the facility will make it
“possible to bunker LNG directly to small LNG fuelled ships
that are less than 100 meters and can anchor at the quay,”
the ofﬁcial said. Kogas has also submitted comments on a
draft of revisions to laws and regulations related to LNG
bunkering.

But the Iranian companies are still struggling with their
limited capability to raise ﬁnancing in U.S. dollars, the main
currency in shipping, and have tried to secure ﬁnancing
from Chinese banks by offering Beijing oil in return for loan
guarantees.
China Steel Jumps With Iron Ore, Traders Seen
Replenishing Low Stocks
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
6th December 2016

Chinese steel futures rose on Monday, supported by upbeat
data and traders replenishing low stockpiles on expectations
of ﬁrm demand next year, pulling up prices of raw material
iron ore. Growth in China’s services sector accelerated to a
16-month high in November, a private survey showed. The
survey, along with solid factory activity readings last week,
suggest building momentum for China’s economy at the end
of a year that saw growth stabilise.
The most-traded May rebar on the Shanghai Futures
Exchange was up 1.9 percent at 3,190 yuan a tonne by 0316
GMT. On the Dalian Commodity Exchange, May iron ore
rose 3.5 percent to 601 yuan per tonne.“We have not seen
any signs of slowdown in steel production,” said a Shanghaibased iron ore trader.
“Traders’ inventory of steel products is very low so when the
steel price goes up, they buy cargo to build their inventory
and avoid further price increase,” he said. Stockpiles of
rebar, a construction steel product, among Chinese traders
rose for a second straight week to 3.68 million tonnes on
Dec. 2, according to data tracked by SteelHome consultancy.
The inventory hit a four-month low of 3.51 million tonnes on
the week to Nov. 18.

Iran Shipping Lines Close To $650 Million Korean
Order

Winter is typically a slow period for China’s steel market but
traders are preparing for stronger demand after the Lunar
New Year break in January, the Shanghai trader said.

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
6th December 2016

Ahead Of Deal To Cut, Opec Oil Output Hits Record
High

Iran’s state-owned shipping company is in advanced talks
with Korean shipyard Hyundai Heavy Industries Co. for a
$650 million order of container ships and tankers, people
involved in the talks said, marking Iran’s return to the
international market after a decade. The deal may be
announced as early as this week and is part of plans by
Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Lines and Iranian
Offshore Oil Co., a subsidiary of state oil company National
Iranian Oil Co., to spend a total of up to $2.5 billion to
modernize their ﬂeets. A Hyundai Heavy spokesman said
Monday that Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Lines, or
IRISL, was in talks with the shipyard over a 10-ship order,
but gave no details. Iranian shipping companies haven’t
modernized their ﬂeets since 2006, when the United
Nations imposed wide-ranging sanctions against Tehran
over its uranium-enrichment program. The sanctions began
to be gradually lifted in January.

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
6th December 2016

OPEC’s oil output set another record high in November
ahead of a deal to cut production, a Reuters survey found on
Monday, helped by higher Iraqi exports and extra barrels
from two nations exempted from cutting supply – Nigeria
and Libya.
The latest rise in supply means the Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries will have a bigger task in
complying with a plan to cut supply starting in 2017 – its
ﬁrst production-reduction deal since 2008.
Supply from OPEC increased to 34.19 million barrels per day
(bpd) in November from 33.82 million bpd in October,
according to the survey based on shipping data and
information from industry sources.
Brent crude rose above $55 (43.27 pound) a barrel on
Monday, trading at a 16-month high, on prospects of a

tighter market next year following OPEC’s deal. Prices are
still half their level of mid-2014. “OPEC’s decision to cut
production has removed a lot of downside risk for 2017,”
said Bjarne Schieldrop, chief commodities analyst at SEB,
even though “some cheating is a natural habit among
OPEC’s members”. Based on the November survey, OPEC is
pumping 1.69 million bpd above the 32.50 million bpd
production target that it agreed last week to adopt from
January 2017, following an outline agreement reached in
September. Supply has risen since OPEC in 2014 dropped its
historic role of ﬁxing output to prop up prices as Saudi
Arabia, Iraq and Iran pumped more. Production also
climbed due to the return of Indonesia in 2015 and Gabon in
July as members. November’s supply from OPEC excluding
Gabon and Indonesia, at 33.23 million bpd, is the highest in
Reuters survey records starting in 1997. At last week’s
meeting, Indonesia suspended its membership again. In
November, Angola provided the largest supply boost as
planned maintenance on the Dalia crude stream ended.
New Trade Policies Could Affect Tanker Shipping In
Various Ways
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
3rdDecember 2016

The tanker market is about to ﬁnd out whether OPEC’s latest
decision will have any sort of impact, at least in the short
term, as the long term effects are still unknown and
dependent on the future course of the oil prices. However,
tankers could also be affected by the surge of new policies
which could lead to a profound change on international
trade. In its latest weekly note, shipbroker Intermodal said
that “a potential shift of US towards domestic protectionism
through international trade restrictions comes at a time
when the global trade is forecast to grow by just 1.7% this
year, the slowest pace since the 2008 ﬁnancial crisis. While
there are many views of how these policies will impact the
industry, it is widely believed that such barriers hurt global
and economic growth, which as we see it comes down to
fewer ships moving around the world”. According to
Intermodal’s Mr. Stelios Kollintzas, Tanker Chartering –
Specialized Products Desk, “the past month has been fairly
eventful, with many people travelling in Europe for the
Eisbein in Hamburg or the FOSFA conference in London.
While this is a valid reason to blame for poor market activity,
it is fair to say that it did little to the already humbling edible
oil markets. The only factor that caused a short-lived boost
of freight rates ex-South America for veg oil cargoes was the
explosion of the colonial pipeline in the US, which
eventually did not last long. On the eastern hemisphere, the
palm oil market has been showing more activity after midNovember.
Saudi Arabia Cuts Jan Oil Price To Asia To 4-Month
Low To Keep Market Share
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
7th December 2016

Saudi Aramco has cut the January price for its Arab Light
crude for Asian customers to the lowest in four months as it

holds to a strategy of preserving market share in the world’s
fastest-growing demand centre.
The price cuts are meant to ensure that Aramco can still sell
more oil into Asia even after going along with the OpecRussia deal to cut output. The Saudis have been struggling
over the last two years to ﬁght off increased competition
from other producers in the Middle East, Russia and the
Atlantic Basin.
Saudi Aramco said on Tuesday it cut the price of Arab Light
crude sales to Asia by US$1.20 a barrel versus December to
a discount of US$0.75 a barrel to the Oman/Dubai average.
January’s price cuts of US$0.60-US$1.50 across all Saudi
crude grades are small compared with a near US$10 a barrel
gain in global benchmark Brent futures in the past week.
Brent hit 16-month high on Monday after Opec and Russia
struck a deal last week to cut production from January.
“Ahead of the Opec cut, producers are pumping at maximum
output, so they must price to sell,” said a trader with a North
Asian reﬁner who declined to be named due to company
policy.
Iron Ore Price To Average $55/T In 2017
Source: Reuters
15thDecember 2016

The average price of 62-percent iron ore will be $54.7 per
ton CFR China in 2017, a Reuters poll showed.
Analysts raised their forecasts for the next four years, but
many of them asked Reuters not to publish their forecasts
because they are under review due to the recent global rise
in prices for steel raw materials and semi-ﬁnished and
ﬁnished products. The average forecast price is $51.1 per ton
for 2018. No increase in demand for expensive Chinese ore
is expected and the global benchmark price will remain at
$60-$70 per ton, said Maxim Khudalov, director of
corporate ratings group ACRA. In 2015, iron ore averaged
$55.3 per ton and was $51.6 per ton* in the ﬁrst half of 2016.
Iran Crude Oil Exports To Hit 5-Mth Low In Dec Source
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
15thDecember 2016

Iran’s crude oil exports in December are set to fall 8 percent
from November to a ﬁve-month low, a source with
knowledge of its preliminary tanker schedule said, as lower
shipments to China and others in Asia offset bumper exports
to Europe. Iran was exempted from last month’s OPEC deal
to reduce output by 1.2 million barrels per day (bpd) starting
from January, and had been expected to boost its output
slightly. But Iran’s December crude exports excluding
condensate are set to fall to 1.88 million bpd, from 2.04
million bpd in November, the source familiar with its export
situation said. That may be a sign it is having trouble
maintaining output after the lifting of sanctions this year led
to a surge in production. Exemption from the deal agreed by
the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) was a victory for Tehran, which has argued it needs
to regain the market share it lost under Western sanctions

targeting its nuclear programme. Compared with a year ago,
Iran’s December crude exports are still set to jump 81
percent as shipments to Europe resumed only in February
this year, according to the source.
Iraq Is Raising, Not Cutting, Oil Exports, Shipping
Document Shows
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
15th December 2016

Iraq plans to increase crude-oil exports in January,
government records show, immediately raising questions
about its commitment to slashing production in line with
OPEC’s landmark production agreement last month. Iraq’s
national oil company, the State Organization for Marketing
of Oil, or SOMO, has plans to increase deliveries of its Basra
oil grades by about 7% to 3.53 million barrels a day
compared with October levels, according to a detailed oilshipment program viewed by The Wall Street Journal.
Those oil shipments represent about 85% of Iraq’s exports.
The oil shipment plan was dated Dec. 8, nine days after Iraq
agreed to cut its output by more than 4% along with other
members of the oil cartel, the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries. OPEC, which controls over a third of
global crude-oil production, said Nov. 30 that its collective
output would fall by 1.2 million barrels a day beginning Jan.
1, with speciﬁc agreements from member countries. The list
of planned tanker loadings has been circulated among
potential buyers so they can gauge its availability. SOMO
chief Falah al-Amri declined to comment about the
company’s January export levels.
On Saturday, Iraq’s oil minister Jabbar Ali al-Luaibi said
Iraq would “abide to the agreement” and said that he would
instruct SOMO to act on it. OPEC has a spotty record of
complying with its production-cut agreements. A Goldman
Sachs report said that, over 17 production cuts since 1982,
the cartel’s members reduced output by an average of 60%
of the amount committed to. Iraq agreed to cut its output by
210,000 barrels a day from October levels of 4.561 million
barrels a day. The country’s oil ofﬁcials were among the
most reluctant to go along, disputing OPEC’s statistics and
threatening to pull out of the agreement until the last minute
because it needs the oil revenue to ﬁght its war against
Islamic State.
Iraq says it has increased its output to 4.8 million barrels a
day in 2016, from less than 3 million barrels a day a few
years ago, using Western and Chinese oil companies to tap
into its deep crude reserves. A country’s oil exports and its
crude-production levels don’t always rise and fall together
because some oil production is consumed locally and other
output is stored in tanks.
In Iraq’s case, though, the country consumes only about 15%
of its oil production, an amount that doesn’t vary much
month to month. Its maximum storage capacity is just over
10 million barrels, which isn’t enough to account for the
increase in Basra exports. Those numbers suggest that Iraq
couldn’t cut its production if it wants to meet its stated goals
for export shipments in January. The planned deliveries to
mostly Indian and Chinese reﬁners also represent a rise of

390,000 barrels a day compared with December shipments,
according the records viewed by the Journal.
Iraq’s plan to increase exports comes as other OPEC
members are informing their buyers that less oil—not
more—is coming. Speaking to reporters this weekend, Saudi
Arabian energy minister Falih al-Khalid said state-run Saudi
Aramco had notiﬁed customers that it will reduce deliveries
despite high demand for its oil in January. OPEC members
Qatar, Angola and Algeria have also told crude-oil buyers
like reﬁneries that they will be reducing deliveries.
In Russia, a non-OPEC producer that joined the cartel’s
efforts to pull back output, Energy Minister Alexander
Novak said on Wednesday that 12 companies that produce
about 90% of the country’s oil have pledged to uphold a
production cut, according to Interfax news agency. Russia is
among 11 non-OPEC producers that agreed to cuts along
with OPEC. “They will lower [output] proportionally to
production volume,” he said. OPEC has set up a ﬁvemember committee to monitor countries’ compliance with
their pledges to cut. The committee will include OPEC
members Kuwait, Algeria and Venezuela and Russia and
Oman from outside the cartel representing the 11 non-OPEC
producers that also promised output cuts.
Port Of Antwerp Agrees To Boost Trade With South
Korea
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
15th December 2016

During the City Trade Mission to Seoul, Antwerp Port
Authority signed a Memorandum of Understanding with
KITA, the Korea International Trade Association. With
77,000 member companies KITA represents Korea’s
international trading community. The proposed
collaboration between Antwerp Port Authority and KITA
represents a signiﬁcant boost for the port, emphasised
Jacques Vandermeiren, CEO-designate of the Port
Authority, just before the signing of the MoU.
Antwerp hopes to attract signiﬁcantly more trade from
Korea in future, while KITA for its part sees Antwerp as the
gateway to Europe for its exports. “In 2015 we sent 77,000
TEU of container freight to Antwerp. Trade between Korea
and Belgium can and must be expanded, and the port of
Antwerp has a signiﬁcant role to play here,” declared Mr.
Kim Jungsoo, executive managing director of KITA.
The agreement signed jointly by him and Jacques
Vandermeiren focuses on promoting the Antwerp logistics
network and exchanging information.
The signature of the MoU was followed by a seminar at
which the Korean attendees were treated to a presentation
given by Luc Arnouts, Chief Commercial Ofﬁcer of Antwerp
Port Authority, about the advantages of Antwerp.
In the course of the presentation he referred to the meeting
between the mayor of Antwerp and leading representatives
of Antwerp Port Authority on the one hand and C.K. Yoo,
president of HMM, the largest South Korean shipping line
on the other.

Yesterday the company announced that it was setting up a
strategic alliance with the 2M network which has a strong
position in Antwerp. “This reinforces us in our belief that in
future we will see more cargo coming to the port of Antwerp
from Korea,” declared Arnouts. The day ended with a
Shippers’ Dinner at which representatives of the Antwerp
port companies who attended were able to network with
their Korean business relations.

a slowing global economy. Hyundai Glovis, Hyundai Motor’s
auto-shipping unit, recorded 1.53 trillion won ($1.31 billion)
in sales between July and September this year, an 8.2
percent drop on-year and a 1.9 percent decline compared to
the previous quarter, company data showed Tuesday.
Eukor Car Carriers Inc, a local shipping ﬁrm that handles
Hyundai and Kia Motors‘ outbound shipments, also saw a
drop in sales, local reports said.

OPEC Revises Oil Demand And Supply Outlook
Upwards

Hyundai and Kia Motors own a 20 percent share in Eukor
Car Carriers, while Wallenius Wilhelmsen owns the majority
80 percent share. Wallenius Wilhelmsen, a joint venture by
two shipping companies, Swedish Wallenius Lines and
Norwegian Wilh Wilhelmsen, saw a $656 million proﬁt for
the third quarter, down 8 percent from the second quarter.
In the same time frame, the company‘s operating proﬁt
dropped 19 percent to $62 million.

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
15th December 2016

Crude oil prices were volatile in November, with the OPEC
Reference Basket dropping by 10% to $43.22/b. ICE Brent
was down by 8.4% at $47.08/b and NYMEX WTI fell 8.4%
to $45.76/b, reﬂecting uncertainties in the market.
However, crude futures prices moved sharply higher in the
ﬁrst weeks of December, following OPEC and non-OPEC
meetings. In November, the Brent-WTI spread averaged
around $1.30/b.
World economic growth forecasts remain unchanged at
2.9% for 2016 and 3.1% for 2017. Due to stronger-thanexpected growth in 3Q16 in the US and Japan, OECD growth
in 2016 was revised up from 1.6% to 1.7%, the same growth
as in 2017. China’s ﬁgures remain at 6.7% in 2016 and 6.2%
in 2017. Growth in India for 2017 was revised down slightly
to 7.1% from 7.2%, following growth of 7.5% in 2016. After
two years of recession, both Russia and Brazil are forecast to
recover in 2017 with growth of 0.8% and 0.4%, respectively.
China's Coastal Coal Freights Continued To Drop In
Week To December 13
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
15th December 2016

Freight rates for shipping coal from northern China’s
Qinhuangdao port to the ports of Zhangjiagang, Shanghai
and Guangzhou in eastern and southern China continued to
drop in the week ended to December 13, port operator
Qinhuangdao Port said Tuesday. The freight rate from
Qinhuangdao to Zhangjiagang in eastern China’s Jiangsu
province for 20,000-30,000 mt capacity vessels fell by Yuan
4.60/mt on the week to Yuan 42.80/mt ($6.20/mt) as of
December 13, Qinhuangdao Port said. The rate from
Qinhuangdao to Shanghai in eastern China for vessels with
a capacity of 40,000-50,000 mt dropped by Yuan 4.50/mt
to Yuan 30.70/mt. The rate from Qinhuangdao to
Guangzhou in southern China for 50,000-60,000 mt
capacity vessels fell by Yuan 7.50/mt to Yuan 44.50/mt.
Shipping Companies’ Sales Dip As Car Exports Fall
In Q3
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
14th December 2016

Local and foreign shipping ﬁrms are seeing a decrease in
sales in tandem with a decline in automobile exports due to

A report by Wallenius Wilhelmsen stated that labor strikes
at Hyundai and Kia Motors last August led to a larger than
anticipated drop in the shipment volume. Due to the labor
strikes, exports of Hyundai vehicles in August stood at
48,903 units, down 38.3 percent on-year, while Kia’s
exports decreased by 23.4 percent to 56,620 units,
according to company data.
For the ﬁrst time in seven years, South Korea’s biggest
automaker Hyundai Motors is highly unlikely to surpass the
million unit mark for this year’s exports, the Korea
Automobile Manufacturers Association said. Meanwhile,
the slide in automobile exports is also attributable to low oil
prices, which has dealt a blow to Russia, Brazil and other
developing countries, cutting the size of major auto markets
by up to 40 percent, industry experts said.
Oil Demand To Grow More Swiftly, Too Early To
Assess Global Output Cut
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
15th December 2016

Global oil demand will rise more strongly than expected next
year, although it is too soon to assess fully the impact of a
joint cut in supply by the world’s largest producers, the
International Energy Agency said on Tuesday.
In its monthly oil market report, the IEA said revisions to its
estimate of Chinese and Russian consumption had
prompted it to raise its forecast for global oil demand growth
this year by 120,000 barrels per day (bpd) to 1.4 million bpd,
and to lift its forecast for 2017 by 110,000 bpd to 1.3 million
bpd.
The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
agreed on Nov. 30 to cut output by 1.2 million bpd to 32.5
million bpd for the ﬁrst six months of 2017, together with
another 558,000 bpd in cuts from the likes of Russia, Oman
and Mexico.The IEA said the market could show a shortfall
of 600,000 bpd early next year if all parties complied with
the agreement. “If OPEC and its non-OPEC partners stick to
their pledges, global inventories could start to draw in the
ﬁrst half of 2017,” the IEA said, adding that this was not its
own forecast, but was based on the agreement.

Middle East Demand Pulls Up VLCC Rates As
Demand Is Seen Strong
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
13th December 2016

Demand for VLCC crude cargoes has triggered an increase
in freight rates over the course of the past week, while the
trend is seen higher over the next few days as well. In its
latest weekly report, shipbroker Charles R. Weber said that
“VLCC rates were stronger this week on relatively steady
elevated demand in the Middle East market and a fresh
demand gain in the West Africa market. Compounding the
impact of strong demand, the earlier high availability of
disadvantaged units was largely cleared out by the start of
the week, taking away the discounted options which
charterers had been focused on to keep rates from
advancing. A total of 37 ﬁxtures materialized in the Middle
East market (-2, w/w) and 7 materialized in the West Africa
market (+1, w/w).
Meanwhile, as CR Weber pointed out “sentiment remains
bullish given a very balanced forward supply/demand
fundamental in the Middle East where, subject to the extent
of remaining cargoes and draws on remaining vessels to
service West Africa demand, the month appears to have a
high potential to conclude with no surplus units. If this
occurs, it would mark the ﬁrst time in nine months that no
surplus units remain – and only the second such occurrence
since 2008. Factors which could place the end-month
surplus above this level include a deviation from what we
believe is a conservative estimate of West Africa draws (four
units through the remainder of the December Middle East
program), given that two of this week’s West Africa demand
was sourced on units ballasting from the USG – and the fact
that charterers have recently reached forward to endDecember dates which could imply that remaining Middle
East cargoes could be lower than our target of 134 cargoes.
To date, 123 cargoes have materialized. Additionally, hidden
units and potential charterer relets could expand available
units. Our high case of surplus units, however, is ﬁve –
which would remain the lowest surplus count since March.
In either the base or high case of supply, the fundamentals
are tight and rates are poised to post strong during the
upcoming week”, said the shipbroker.
Shanghai Steel Resumes Rally To 32-Month High,
Iron Ore Hits 3-Yr Top
Source: Reuters
12th December 2016
Chinese steel futures surged as much as 7 percent to their
highest in 32 months on Monday as Beijing's resolve to
tackle a glut helped tighten supply, lifting raw material iron
ore to its strongest in almost three years. The two
commodities resumed their rally after Friday's pullback that
followed a six-day run-up, also bolstered by signs of recovery
in the world's No. 2 economy. The most-active rebar on the
Shanghai Futures Exchange touched its upside limit of 3,557
yuan ($514) a tonne, its loftiest since April 2014. It was up
5.3 percent at 3,501 yuan by 0306 GMT.

Iron ore on the Dalian Commodity Exchange was up 5.8
percent at 650 yuan per tonne after earlier peaking at 657
yuan, a level last seen on January 2014. Steel supply is
tightening as the Chinese government continues to restrict
production by heavy industries including steel and cement
in its ﬁght against pollution, traders said. "Many steel mills
have lifted their offer price over the weekend amid limited
supply," said a trader in Shanghai. While seasonal steel
demand is lean during winter, some traders are restocking
on expectations that the market will remain strong going
forward, he said.
Asia Iron Ore Hits New 2016 High At $83.95/Dmt
CFR Qungdao; Bullish Steel Spurs Buying
Source: S&P Global Platts
12th December 2016

The seaborne iron ore market hit a new 2016 high Monday
as a spike in billet price buoyed buying interest and
propelled a spate of spot deals at higher levels. S&P Global
Platts assessed the 62%-Fe Iron Ore Index at a year-to-date
high of $83.95/dry mt CFR North China Monday, up
$2.80/dmt from Friday. IODEX saw its previous high for
the year on December 7 at $82.30/dmt CFR Qingdao.
The front-month January IODEX swap was up $2.2/dmt on
the day at $79.40/dmt.
Continued strength in the steel market has caused iron ore
prices to rise as mills pursued productivity to maximize
margins, sources said. "Steel prices are up, and at the
moment margins are still there, so production is still
ongoing," an eastern China trader said. However, the spot
price of square billet in Tangshan, a closely watched
barometer, spiked Yuan 190/mt from Friday to Yuan
3,110/mt ($450.16/mt) ex-stock Tangshan Monday.
"The Chinese mills are now chasing after cargoes," said a
Beijing trader, adding that stronger steel prices are sparking
buying interest from Chinese buyers. A strong steel
performance also pushed up derivatives.
The most liquid January rebar contract on the Shanghai
Futures Exchange surged Monday, last trading at Yuan
3,444/mt ($498.51/mt), up Yuan 99/mt from Friday, and
settling at Yuan 3,436/mt, up Yuan 111/mt. On the Dalian
Commodity Exchange, the most liquid May iron ore contract
last traded at Yuan 635.5/dmt ($91.99/dmt), up Yuan
17.50/dmt from Friday, and settled at Yuan 634.50/dmt, up
Yuan 20/dmt over the same period.
Oil Seen Headed To $60 As Saudis Signal Deeper
Output Cuts
Source: Bloomberg
12th December 2016

Oil may climb to $60 a barrel for the ﬁrst time in almost a
year and a half after Russia and other unafﬁliated nations
joined an OPEC pledge to reduce production and Saudi
Arabia surprised the market by saying it will cut more than
previously agreed. Non-OPEC nations said Saturday they
will reduce output by 558,000 barrels a day, adding to a Nov.

30 OPEC commitment to cut 1.2 million starting in January.
Brent crude has surged more than 20 percent since OPEC
announced its ﬁrst cut in eight years. Prices jumped as much
as 6.6 percent to $57.89 a barrel in early Monday trading.
The agreement is the ﬁrst between OPEC and non-OPEC
producers since 2001. It underscores the resolve to end a
market-share war that exacerbated a global oversupply and
caused prices to slump by 75 percent. The OPEC and nonOPEC plan encompasses countries that pump 60 percent of
the world’s oil but excludes producers such as the U.S. and
Canada, which have beneﬁted from the boom in shale
output, as well as China, Norway and Brazil.
Iraq To Abide By OPEC Cut, Expects Output
Growth In Future
Source: Reuters
12th December 2016

Iraq is committed to cutting its production to comply with a
global pact to support prices, the country's oil minister said,
adding he was nevertheless conﬁdent OPEC's No. 2
producer has the potential to boost its output in coming
years. Iraq is reviewing several options to implement the
reduction, including cuts from Kirkuk oilﬁeld, southern
ﬁelds being developed by oil majors or other state-run areas,
Oil Minister Jabar al-Luaibi said in an interview.
"The cuts will aim at the ﬁgures we agreed with OPEC
deﬁnitely, but (for) the areas of the cuts there are many
options on the table," Luaibi told Reuters on Saturday. Last
month, OPEC agreed to cut output by 1.2 million bpd from
January 2017. Baghdad, which has called to be exempted
from OPEC restrictions as it needs the income to ﬁght
Islamic State, would reduce its output by around 200,000
barrels per day to 4.351 million bpd.
Luaibi said his ministry was in discussions with foreign
companies operating Iraq's giant southern ﬁelds to
implement some cuts during scheduled maintenance.
"Some IOCs will have maintenance requirements in some
limited places in some ﬁelds... so this is a good opportunity
to do them," he said. Iraq's production in December will be
slightly higher than November's, Luaibi said. "I can assure
you that our production, I am talking with conﬁdence, has
reached the level of 4.8 million bpd." Iraq has accepted a
lower production reference level as part of the OPEC deal
that estimated its output at 4.561 million bpd.
Oil Traders Prepare Flotilla To Ship U.S. Exports To
Asia
Source: Reuters
9th December 2016

Oil traders and major producers are lining up a ﬂotilla of
carriers to ship more U.S. crude to Asia in December than in
nearly two decades as higher prices, supported by OPEC's
proposed supply cuts, offer a rare opportunity to boost sales
to the region. A 40-year U.S. ban on crude exports was lifted
in 2015 but only a few cargoes have shipped during a global
glut in supply. The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting

Countries last week agreed to its ﬁrst supply cut in eight
years as the cartel sought to end the two-year glut.
As peak winter demand kicks in, the difference between
benchmark crude prices in the United States, Asia and
Europe has widened to the most since August and opened
up the trade route. "I think Asia is going to pull lots of U.S.
oil," one trader said on condition of anonymity as he was not
authorized to speak publicly on trading. "There's lots of
interest in this."
Trading houses and oil majors are lining up ships that could
take as much as 7 million barrels to Asia, traders and brokers
said. But actual shipments may be less as increased supplies
make exports less proﬁtable. So far, more than 2 million
barrels of crude have been chartered to China in December
by Chinese state-owned oil traders PetroChina (601857.SS)
and Unipec, three sources with knowledge of the matter said
on Friday. They requested anonymity because they were
unauthorized to talk to the media.
Those two cargoes would fall short of the record volume of
oil departing to China, reached in January 1997, by the
equivalent of just one vessel, according to U.S. government
data. "We haven't exported a lot previously to Asia because
there's a lot of costs, a lot of logistics and there's always been
OPEC," said Carl Larry, director of business development
for oil and gas at Frost & Sullivan.
Crude Prices Jump Over 4% After Non-Opec
Members Agree To Cut Oil Production
Source: Ship & Bunker
12th December 2016

Crude benchmarks were up over 4 percent early Monday
after the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) and non-member producers Saturday collectively
reached a deal to reduce output for the ﬁrst time since 2001.
"This agreement cements and prepares us for long-term
cooperation," said Saudi Energy Minister Khalid al-Falih.
Russian Energy Minister Alexander Novak, meanwhile, said
the deal will "speed up the oil market stabilisation, reduce
volatility, attract new investments," which follows last
month's surprise agreement by OPEC to cut its production
by 1.2 million barrels per day (bpd). Eleven non-OPEC
producers will now add 558,000 bpd in production cuts,
including a 300,000 bpd pledge from Russia, 100,000 bpd
from Mexico, 45,000 bpd from Oman, and 35,000 bpd from
Azerbaijan. Bunker buyers can expect a corresponding jump
for marine fuel prices.
While the commitment from non-OPEC producers fell short
of the 600,000 bpd target, and cuts from several countries
including Mexico and Azerbaijan seen as part of their
natural decline in oil production, today's jump in crude
prices reﬂects the reality that analysts and traders alike are
nevertheless buoyed by the news.

Farstad Ahts’ Land Offshore Fish Farm Contract
Source: Gcaptian
2nd December 2016

Norwegian offshore company Farstad Shipping announced
it has picked up an aquaculture contract for its AHTS
vessels. The company said Friday it was awarded a contract
from Ocean Farming AS, a subsidiary of SalMar Group, for
the complete mooring installation and hook-up of Ocean
Farming’s Semi-submersible Offshore Fish Farm.
The scope of the project involves project management as
well as execution of the offshore operations utilizing AHTS
vessels from the Farstad Shipping ﬂeet trading the spot
market in the North Sea. Operations are scheduled to take
place during ﬁrst half of 2017.
“Within the company, we have an extensive track record and
knowledge base related to offshore mooring and hook-up
operations, and this has been key factors enabling us to
secure this contract,” says Karl-Johan Bakken, CEO of
Farstad Shipping ASA. “We highly appreciate Ocean
Farming’s conﬁdence in Farstad Shipping as demonstrated
by the award of this interesting contract in this new market
segment.” The commercial terms of the agreement will be
kept private and conﬁdential between the parties. Farstad is
the latest offshore company to turn to aquaculture industry
to pick up work amid the slowdown in oil and gas.
Samsung Heavy Cancels $776.8 Mln LNG Fpso
Order
Source: Reuters
2nd December 2016

Samsung Heavy Industries Co Ltd said on Friday that a
907.6 billion won ($776.8 million) order for a substructure
for a liqueﬁed natural gas (LNG) ﬂoating production,
storage and ofﬂoading (FPSO) unit has been cancelled. The
South Korean shipbuilder said in a regulatory ﬁling that the
order, which came from an unspeciﬁed European ﬁrm, was
cancelled as the ﬁrm did not issue a work order by a deadline
agreed upon. A Samsung Heavy spokesman could not be
immediately reached for comment.
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Source: International Shipping News
7th December 2016

We are pleased to inform that Dreifa Energy Limited
(Dreifa) and Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement (BSM)
have signed an Operational Partner Agreement. The
companies will work closely to materialise the Dreifa

ﬂoating LNG regasiﬁcation solution and ensure reliable and
cost-efﬁcient access to energy for new and existing LNG
consumers worldwide.
Dreifa and BSM will cooperate through the different phases
of the project, allowing the partnership to create long-term
value for our clients. BSM will be actively involved to ensure
i) safe and reliable design based on best practices from
decades of experience, ii) successful execution of the
conversion project and iii) high quality operation of the
Dreifa Terminals.
Dreifa is developing a ﬂoating regasiﬁcation terminal for
mid-scale LNG import. The terminal concept consists of
regasiﬁcation and related utilities on a suited ﬂoating
structure (FRU), operating in combination with a standard
LNG carrier acting as the ﬂoating storage unit (FSU). The
company is now in the process of maturing the design to a
level required for ﬁrming up equipment and construction
cost, seeking approvals from classiﬁcation societies and
placing orders for long lead items.
Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement is an integrated
maritime solutions leader and part of the Hamburg based
Schulte Group which has more than 130 years of experience
in the shipping industry. Managing a ﬂeet of 600 vessels,
BSM’s 20,000 employees globally enable it to deliver safe,
reliable and efﬁcient ship management services through a
network of ten ship management, 24 crew service and ﬁve
wholly-owned maritime training centres across the world.
Bernhard Schulte and BSM have owned and managed gas
carriers for 45 years, and currently have over 25 LNG
carriers on the books in addition to a large managed LPG
ﬂeet. Most recently, Bernhard Schulte ordered a 175k cbm
“Panamax” LNGC for a long-term charter and last week
placed an order for a 7.5k cbm LNG Gas Supply Vessel.
BSM’s extensive in-house experience is underlined by the
recent election of the Chief Operating Ofﬁcer, David
Furnival, as President of the Society of Gas Tanker &
Terminal Operators (SIGTTO), while his colleague Chris
Clucas is President of the Society for Gas as a Marine Fuel
(SGMF).
ISS Wins Additional Contract With Stolt-Nielsen In
South Africa
Source: Reuters
2nd December 2016

Inchcape Shipping Services (ISS), the world’s leading
maritime and logistics service provider, has won an
additional contract with Stolt-Nielsen for port agency in
South Africa. Under the major new agency agreement, ISS
South Africa is handling the port calls of Stolt Tankers at
Durban, Richards Bay, Cape Town and Mosel Bay. A key
division of Stolt-Nielsen, Stolt Tankers is one of the world’s
largest ﬂeet of deep-sea, regional, coastal and inland parcel

tankers, providing transportation services to leading
manufacturers of chemical and other bulk liquids.
With cutting port time and increasing efﬁciency a major
business focus of Stolt Tankers, ISS South Africa is helping
to ensure quick vessel turn-around at the ports, along with
fast, accurate and detailed port accounting, despatching of
cargo documents and full port call management control. It
is also providing full cost control, ﬁnancial visibility and
performance information to Stolt Tankers.
Comments Tim Whitmore, ISS Key Account Manager,
Liquid & Gas Specialist: “We are delighted to be developing
our relationship with Stolt-Nielsen with this contract,
protecting its interests during the port calls in South Africa
through our established policies and procedures to provide
the appropriate level of port call management control. This
includes three-times-a-day reporting, frequent visits to
vessels, problem solving, and assistance to principals and
Masters. Our goal is always to turn around customers’
vessels quickly, anticipate issues before they happen and
ensure ﬁrst class communication.
“As a major global agent we offer security and peace of mind
to our customers in South Africa, as well as across the region
and network. We work to deﬁned QMS & HSSE procedures
and conduct extensive internal and external audits. Our
experience is key to the efﬁcient turnaround of vessels and
our staff help to minimise unplanned costs and identify
actual savings.”
Bibby Offshore Wins Signiﬁcant North Sea Contract
With Shell
Source: Port News
5th December 2016

Bibby Offshore, a leading subsea services provider to the oil
and gas industry, today announced that it has secured a
signiﬁcant contract with Shell. The campaign, due to
commence in Q1 2017, will see Bibby Offshore provide
engineering and subsea construction activities in the Gannet
G ﬁeld in the Central North Sea. Under the agreement, Bibby
Offshore will utilise its multipurpose dive support and
offshore construction vessel - Bibby Polaris - and its integral
1000 tonne basket carousel to lay ﬂexible pipe systems in
water depths of approximately 95m.
The company has also collaborated with a third party
operator who will carry out trenching operations after the
initial workscope is complete. In early 2016, Bibby Offshore
provided construction and inspection services for Shell on
assets in the Corrib Natural Gas ﬁeld in the North Atlantic
Ocean, successfully completing two signiﬁcant contracts.

southwest of the Goodwyn Alpha (GWA) platform. The
contract scope comprises the subsea tie-back of adjacent
ﬁelds to the GWA platform, including the installation of
manifolds, umbilicals and spool pieces, together with the
pre-commissioning of the system. Project management and
engineering will commence immediately from Subsea 7’s
ofﬁce in Perth, with offshore operations scheduled to
commence in 2018.
Andy Woolgar, Managing Director, Australia and New
Zealand, said, “We are delighted to have been awarded this
project from Woodside Energy. This is the fourth award
from Woodside in recent times, and we are pleased to be
able to continue this strong working relationship.”
MOU Signed Between World Maritime University
And Peruvian Authorities
Source: Port News
14th December 2016

During the 117th session of the Council of the International
Maritime Organization (IMO) the President of WMU, Dr
Cleopatra Doumbia-Henry and Vice Admiral Victor
Emanuel Pomar Calderón, Director of the Dirección General
de Capitanías y Puertos del Perú (DICAPI), signed the
renewal of the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
between the University and the Peruvian authorities that has
been in place since 2000, WMU says in a press release. The
arrangement agreed to under the MoU enables a signiﬁcant
number of Peruvian Navy Ofﬁcers to undertake further
education at WMU leading to a Masters of Science (MSc)
degree in Maritime Affairs. The new MoU extends the areas
of collaboration between the parties and includes the
following: the enrolment of Peruvian ofﬁcers in WMU’s
Masters and PhD programmes, the organization of ﬁeld
study visits and conferences in Peru, the conduct of research
by WMU on behalf of the Peruvian government, tailor-made
courses to support capacity-building and training, as well as
professional development courses to be delivered in Peru
and in Malmö.
The occasion provided the opportunity for the Director of
the Dirección General de Capitanías y Puertos del Perú to
inform representatives of IMO member States of the
forthcoming
Regional
Alumni
Conference
entitled: Challenges and opportunities for the Sustainable
Development of the Maritime and Port Sectors in Latin
America and the Caribbean, to be hosted by Peru in
cooperation with the WMU and the International Maritime
Institute (IMLI), from 18 to 20 September 2017 in Lima,
Peru.

Subsea 7 Awarded Contract Offshore Australia

Noble And Shell Amend Drilling Contracts On
Three Ultra-Deepwater Drillships

Source: World Oil
2nd December 2016

Source: Port -News
14th December 2016

Subsea 7 S.A. announced the award of a sizeable contract by
Woodside Energy Ltd for the Greater Western Flank Phase
2 Project, offshore Australia. The Greater Western Flank is
located on the North-West Shelf of Australia, 60 km

Noble Corporation plc (NYSE: NE) today announced that
the Company and certain subsidiaries of Royal Dutch
Shell plc (NYSE: RDS.A) have agreed to amend the existing
long-term contracts on three ultra-deepwater drillships. In

the current, challenging environment for offshore
exploration and production projects, the agreements offer
beneﬁts for both parties.
The contract amendments pertain to the Noble Bully
II, Noble Globetrotter I and Noble Globetrotter II, which are
operating under 10-year term contracts that commenced
in April 2012, July 2012 and September 2013, respectively.
Under the agreements, dayrates for each rig are now
determined by taking the higher of 1) a newly established
minimum dayrate, (or floor), or 2) the dayrate adjustment
mechanism, as originally included in the contract. The
contract amendments for the Noble Globetrotter
I and Noble Globetrotter II provide for a dayrate ﬂoor
of $275,000 per day, representing a minimum market rate
if the dayrate adjustment mechanisms for these two rig
contracts stay below that level. The Noble Bully II contract
contains a ﬂoor dayrate, which is $200,000per day plus
daily operating expenses.
OCEANTEAM ASA - Solutions Wins Contract To
Engineer And Supply 4000t And 2000t Turntables
Source: Globe Newswire
13th December 2016

Oceanteam Solutions has won a contract for engineering
and supplying a 4000T and a 2000T turntable for the
splicing, storage and multiple loadouts of cables.
Furthermore, Oceanteam will accommodate a professional
cable handling crew, engineering services and equipment
for the complete project. For this newly awarded project,
two cables will be delivered and spooled onto the two
turntables. The cables will be spliced in Oceanteam
Solutions' custom-made workshop and then spooled onto a
cable laying vessel. Earlier this year, Oceanteam completed
the engineering and supply of a 4000T and 1100T turntable
for the same client.
Lex van Doorn, Managing Director of Oceanteam Solutions
is pleased with the recently awarded project: "We are very
happy to win this new contract after successfully completing
our assignment for the same client last spring. This conﬁrms
our expertise in high quality engineering, custom made
equipment and professional cable handling."Oceanteam
Solutions designs, builds and owns a large pool of
demountable turntables with a capacity of up to 5000T. The
company has successfully executed over 50 cable transport,
handling and storage projects. It currently offers facilities in
Europe, the Middle East and Asia and is expanding its
network.
East-West Shippers See First Increase In Contract
Rates
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
15th December 2016

Ocean freight rates for cargo moving under contracts on the
major East-West trade routes saw a reversal of trend in 4Q
2016, according to Drewry’s Benchmarking Club, a closed
user group of 50 multinational retailers and manufacturers
who closely monitor their contract freight rates. The Drewry

Benchmarking Club Contract Rate Index, based on average
Transpaciﬁc and Asia-Europe contract freight rate data
provided conﬁdentially by shippers, increased by 3% in the
latest quarter, after having fallen for more than 6
consecutive quarters.
Saudi Oil Minister Sees Commitment To Cuts
Ending Glut In Months
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
15th December 2016

OPEC and other major oil producers are committed to a
“high level of compliance” with their agreements to cut
output, and the shared strategy will balance the market in
2017, Saudi Oil Minister Khalid Al-Falih said. Oil markets
have “started to recover signiﬁcantly” since the Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries decided on November 30
in Algiers to curb its output and other producers including
Russia agreed last Saturday to join in the effort, Al-Falih
said. Crude markets will need “several months” to rebalance, he said.
“It’s an unprecedented move that will be followed by a high
level of compliance, and we will see that reﬂected on the
supply-demand balance in 2017 and on the glut in the
market,” Al-Falih told reporters Wednesday in Dhahran in
eastern Saudi Arabia.
Oil surged when OPEC reached a surprise agreement to
reduce output for six months and after Al-Falih indicated
Saturday that Saudi Arabia, the biggest crude exporter, was
willing to make even deeper cuts. Crude markets will swing
into deﬁcit in the ﬁrst half of 2017 as producers curb supply,
the International Energy Agency said Monday, bringing
forward its previous forecast.
Vroon Extends 140-Plus Vessel Contract For Kvh
Mini-Vsat Broadband Solution
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
14th December 2016

KVH Industries, Inc. has announced that Netherlandsbased Vroon has extended its contract for KVH’s maritime
satellite communications solution, choosing the mini-VSAT
Broadbandsm network for connectivity services onboard
more than 140 Vroon vessels.“In working with KVH during
the past ﬁve years, we realized that having a reliable
communications partner is essential to the smooth
operation of our vessels and welfare of our crews,” says Rob
Frenks, Vroon’s group ICT manager. “We also witnessed
ﬁrsthand the advantage of the IP-MobileCast entertainment
packages in enhancing crew welfare. KVH offers us a total
and affordable managed service that brings together proven
hardware and a fully integrated global network management
system that will support our business for years to come.” The
multi-year contract also includes KVH’s IP-MobileCastTM
service for news, sports, movie, and TV delivery, and
preventive maintenance checks to ensure peak performance
on all ﬁelded systems as part of the KVH OneCareTM
program.

Maritime Environment
ABS: Highlights Of Imo’s Maritime Safety
Committee’s 97th Session, Which Met From
November 21 To 25, 2016
Source: Helllenic Shipping News
8th December 2016

convention. The IMO convention requires ballast water to
be treated while on board the ship, so that it can be released
again without harm.
Split Euro Parliament
Threatens Shipping

Emissions

Decision

Source: Marine Log
15th December 2016

Resolution MSC.409(97) adopted new SOLAS regulation
XI-1/2-1 which revises the SOLAS Safety Construction
Renewal Survey period for cargo ships, which are not subject
to the Enhanced Survey Program (ESP) Code, so as to be
harmonized with the Renewal Survey period under the ESP
Code. Accordingly, as of the July 1, 2018 entry into force
date, the 3-month survey period to complete the SOLAS
Safety Construction Renewal Survey will be expanded to 15
months for cargo ships not subject to the ESP Code.
Harmonization of the 6-month SOLAS Safety Construction
Intermediate Survey period with the 18-month period
provided for in the ESP Code will be addressed under
revisions to the Harmonized System of Survey and
Certiﬁcation, HSSC, Guidelines.
Oman To Ratify International Treaty On Ballast
Water For Ship Transportation
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
5th December 2016

Oman is preparing to ratify the International Maritime
Organization’s (IMO) Ballast Water Management
Convention which aims to protect environment and human
health. What does ballast water management mean? When
cargo ships travel overseas, their concern is not only weather
or navigation. It’s also about maintaining balance.
When goods are dropped off, that causes a weight change on
the ship. In order to combat that, ships take on sea water
(known as ballast water), to replace the cargo weight. But
that creates problems to the environment. Sea water in one
area of the world contains numerous organisms, including
plants and animals that are alien to another. This can lead
to the rise of what are known as invasive species – those that
are unwanted because they damage the environment and
human health.
This is especially relevant for Oman, an economy based on
ships exporting oil and gas. And it will continue to be
important in the future, if Oman pursues its potential in
logistics, in places like Duqm. It’s for that reason that IMO
has created the Ballast Water Management Convention
which will go into effect on September 8, 2017.
It requires ships to treat the ballast water while it’s on board
the ship, so that it can be released safely. Recently, ClassNK,
a Japan-based ship regulator company operating in Oman,
organised a seminar as Oman prepares to ratify the

The Danish Shipowners' Association reports that the
European Parliament's Environment Committee has
decided to call for the inclusion of maritime transport in the
EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS). The vote went against
the advice of the European Parliament's Industry
Committee, which voted to keep shipping out, only a month
ago. The Danish Shipowners' Association says it regrets that
MEPs chose regionalism over global progress.
Under a vote adopting the Environment Committee
position, shipping would be included in the EU Emissions
Trading Scheme (ETS) by 2023, should there be no global
agreement under IMO in operation by 2021.
The opposing positions adopted by the Environment
Committee and the Industry Committee leaving Rapporteur
Ian Duncan (ECR, UK) with a difﬁcult mandate in upcoming
negotiations with the Council and the Commission. The
European Community Shipowners Association (ECSA)
explains what happened this way: The Environment
Committee (ENVI) of the European Parliament adopted
today its report on the revision of the EU Emissions Trading
System (ETS). MEPs agreed on a compromise text for
shipping, which puts pressure on the International
Maritime Organization (IMO) to have a system comparable
to ETS operating for global shipping as from 2021. If that is
not the case, then shipping will be included in the European
ETS as from 2023. Part of the revenues generated from ETS
will be channeled through a Maritime Climate Fund to
improve energy efﬁciency and invest in innovative
technologies for ports and short sea shipping."
The ENVI report needs to be conﬁrmed in a plenary vote in
the beginning of next year. Negotiations will then start with
Member States and the Commission. "We hope the
unhelpful position of the ENVI Committee can be
overturned in this process", said ECSA Secretary General
Patrick Verhoeven, "The EU should engage in the global
dialogue, not undermine it."
The deadlines included in the ENVI vote show lack of
understanding of the international climate roadmap warns
MEP Bendt Bendtsen from the Christian-Democratic group,
EPP, Member of the Industry Committee.
"By calling for an ETS for shipping should no international
system operates by 2021, my colleagues have unfortunately
chosen to cave in to regionalism and ignore the long-term

impact for European growth and the environment. With
only a small part of global shipping touching EU ports, ETS
will miss the intended climate target and runs the risk of
derailing the IMO process.", says Bendt Bendtsen. "I can
only say that the Industry Committee stands ﬁrmly behind
its call for shipping to be addressed internationally,
otherwise it may well lead to cargo being transshipped
outside of Europe with direct impacts on European
employment. I will personally follow the regulatory
developments at regional and international level very
closely."
EU Environment Committee Makes Waves With
Call To Include Shipping Into Emissions Trading
Scheme
Source: World Maritime News
15th December 2016

The European Parliament’s Environment Committee has
called for the inclusion of maritime transport into the EU
Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) from 2023 if the
International Maritime Organisation (IMO) does not deliver
a global deal by 2021. The Environment Committee MEPs
agreed to align the start of shipping in the ETS with the date
by which the IMO promised to deliver a global deal. The vote
to include maritime transport into the revised ETS went
against the advice of the European Parliament’s Industry
Committee, which voted to keep shipping out, only a month
ago, the Danish Shipowners’ Association said, adding that
the association regrets that MEPs chose regionalism over
global progress. The deadlines included in the vote show
lack of understanding of the international climate road map
warns MEP Bendt Bendtsen from the Christian-Democratic
group, EPP. “By calling for an ETS for shipping in case no
international system operates by 2021, my colleagues have
unfortunately chosen to cave in to regionalism and ignore
the long-term impact for European growth and the
environment. With only a small part of global shipping
touching EU ports, ETS will miss the intended climate target
and runs the risk of derailing the IMO process,” said Bendt
Bendtsen (EPP, DK), Member of the Industry Committee.
Parliament Ets Report Undermines Global Work
On Co2 Emissions Of Shipping
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
15th December 2016

The Environment Committee (ENVI) of the European
Parliament adopted today its report on the revision of the
EU Emissions Trading System (ETS). MEPs agreed on a
compromise text for shipping, which puts pressure on the
International Maritime Organisation (IMO) to have a
system comparable to ETS operating for global shipping as
from 2021. If that is not the case, then shipping will be
included in the European ETS as from 2023. Part of the
revenues generated from ETS will be channeled through a
Maritime Climate Fund to improve energy efﬁciency and
invest in innovative technologies for ports and short sea
shipping.

“The report ignores and undermines the roadmap that was
agreed at IMO end of October”, said ECSA Secretary General
Patrick Verhoeven, “We ﬁnd this very disappointing, but it
does not change our resolve to make the IMO roadmap a
success. We agree that the shipping sector must further
reduce its CO2 emissions with a comparable level of
ambition as the rest of the world economy to contribute its
fair and proportionate share in meeting the Paris’ climate
target. But this can only happen effectively in a global
context. Threatening with regional measures under
unrealistic deadlines is a very counterproductive move.” The
IMO roadmap has a two-staged approach, with an initial
strategy to be decided in 2018, and a ﬁnal plan to be adopted
in 2023, taking into account real emission data that will start
to be collected as of 2019. The IMO plan is entirely
consistent with the Paris Climate Agreement of 2015. It is a
logical follow-up to technical and operational measures
taken earlier such as the Energy Efﬁciency Design Index
(EEDI) and Ship Energy Efﬁciency Management Plan
(SEEMP) adopted in 2011 to ensure that ships will be more
CO2 efﬁcient in the future.
First Swb Vessel Designed To Fight Pollution Tested
Successfully
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
15th December 2016

The vessel, produced by Portuguese company – SWB,
Seismic Workboats, Lda – headquartered in Peniche, was
designed and developed by engineering teams from
Portugal, England, USA and Norway and built at the
Estaleiros Navais de Peniche (Peniche Naval Shipyards).
This is the ﬁrst boat the company has produced to combat
pollution derived from hydrocarbon spillage. Just as
development of the vessel was being completed, approval
was given for a project to develop a pollution response vessel
able to operate in dangerous environments, in particular
those derived from chemical accidents under P2020
(Portugal 2020, a partnership agreement between Portugal
and the European Commission bringing together the
expertise of ﬁve European Structural and Investment
Funds).In October, the National Maritime Authority in
Portimão, Algarve (AMN), carried out an important
validation test – designated Atlantic POLEX.PT 2016 –
consisting of an exercise to combat hydrocarbon pollution in
the marine environment. This exercise allowed testing and
validation of the vessel in multiple scenarios to combat
pollution at sea.
Promoting Energy Efﬁciency Maritime Transport
Source: Saipantribune
14th December 2016

A maritime transport energy efﬁciency workshop, currently
underway in Port Vila, Vanuatu, is seeking to establish a
platform for collaboration between key players to advance
energy efﬁciency in the Paciﬁc maritime transportation
system. This regional workshop is being hosted by the
government of Vanuatu in collaboration with the Secretariat
of the Paciﬁc Community and the International Maritime
Organization.

Miscellaneous
Employees Of Hamburg Süd Fear For Their Jobs

In its latest weekly report, shipbroker Gibson said that
OPEC has surprised the markets yet again. Just as oil was
falling earlier in the week on speculation a deal might not be
reached, oil rallied on Wednesday as speculation swung the
other way. “Ofﬁcially OPEC has agreed to reduce production
by approximately 1.2 million b/d to a ceiling of 32.5 million
b/d, effective from the 1st of January for a six-month period.
Once again the Saudi’s will bear the brunt of the cuts”.
Gibson noted that “according to OPEC, Saudi Arabia will cut
0.486 million b/d and its Gulf allies Kuwait, the UAE and
Qatar will contribute 0.3 million b/d. Iraq, which had stood
ﬁrm in its need to maintain production to help the ﬁght
against ISIS ﬁnally conceded, agreeing to slice 0.21 million
b/d. Iran, which has been one of the most contentious
issues, has been allowed to increase output by nearly 0.1
million b/d. Other OPEC members Angola, Gabon, Ecuador
and Algeria have pledged 0.163 million b/d collectively.
Venezuela, who have perhaps been hardest hit by the
collapse in oil prices surprisingly agreed to shave nearly 0.1
million b/d from their own production”.

Source: Shipping Watch
20th December 2016

Approximately 500 employees in the tradition-bound
German carrier Hamburg Süd have taken to the streets to
protest, fearing that they will lose their jobs when Maersk
Line takes over as the new owner.
Chinese One Belt One Road Initiative Reaches
Sohar
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
6th December 2016

Yesterday marked the ofﬁcial signing in Muscat of a new
sister port agreement between Shenzhen Port in the People’s
Republic of China and SOHAR Port and Freezone in Oman.
Mr Dong Yanze of the Ports Administration of Shenzhen
Municipality and a delegation of other high-ranking Chinese
ofﬁcials attended the ceremony. Both ports play a critical
role in their respective regions and the agreement coincides
with China’s construction of twenty-ﬁrst century maritime
silk route networks, providing a timely opportunity for
deepening cooperation on both sides. The agreement covers
the development of mutually beneﬁcial trade and shipping
business and will help to increase understanding and
relations in areas that include port planning and
construction, management and operations, environmental
protection, information technology, personnel training and
port security.

Export Rally Continues At Port Of Oakland
Source: World Maritime News
14th December 2016

Californian Port of Oakland said that November was the
third straight month of double-digit growth of export
container volumes, with exports having risen for the 10th
time this year. Containerized export volume increased 11.5
percent in November from the same period last year, the
port said. The port added that exports are surging despite a
strengthening dollar that makes American products more
expensive overseas. “If you listen to conventional wisdom,
exports should be facing headwinds. But the clamor
overseas for high-quality American commodities hasn’t
peaked, so our volumes keep climbing,” John Driscoll, Port
of Oakland’s Maritime Director, said. The Port of Oakland
said it shipped the equivalent of 85,915 TEU export
containers last month. That was the second-highest total of
2016.

Next Generation Joins Maersk Family Fund
Source: Shipping Watch
20th December 2016

Two of shipowner Mærsk Mc-Kinney Møller's grandchildren
have joined the top body of the Maersk dynasty, namely the
family fund A.P. Møller Fonden.
Tanker Market: Opec’s Agreement Could Alter
Trade Flows, As Asian Buyers Could Be Forced To
Buy More Western Grades Says Shipbroker

Iran To Work On Nuclear-Powered Marine Vessels
After U.S. “Violation” Of Nuke Deal
Source: GCaptain
13th December 2016

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
5th December 2016

Iran ordered its scientists on Tuesday to start developing
systems for nuclear-powered marine vessels in response to
what it calls a U.S. violation of its landmark 2015 atomic deal
with world powers. Nuclear experts said that President
Hassan Rouhani’s move, if carried out, would probably
require Iran to enrich uranium to a ﬁssile purity above the
maximum level set in the nuclear deal to allay fears of
Tehran building an atomic bomb.

OPEC’s mid-week decision to limit oil output, the ﬁrst in
seven years, is still under the microscope, regarding its
application, as well as its effectiveness in the mid to longterm. In the meantime, according to shipbroker Gibson,
ﬂoating storage plays, one of the tanker market’s pillars
these past few months could be negated, while the deal could
lead to more trade ﬂows from Western markets towards
Asian ones.
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